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30 Beautiful charity

con

BY HALI Ctt1ET
Former Miss Virginia, USA, Patricia Southall Smith ('92) and her husband, Emmitt Smith,
are helping others - mostly children - to fulfill their dreams.

32 The Madison Century's university era

BY MAR THA BELL GRAHAM

An excerpt from Madison Century, the book commemorating JMU's centennial, chronicles how
President Ronald E. Carrier, "Uncle Ron," shaped Madison into a respected regional university.
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4 22807 Your Letters
6 Contributors
7 Directions

40 Saving lives in South Africa:

Be the Change and serendipity

BY JAN GILLIS

con

Amy Porter Zacaroli ('88), JMU health science professor Debra Sutton, JMU students an d
a little help from serendipity perfectly demonstrate the JMU Be the Change attitude as well
as its tremendous value to all who are touched by it.
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JMU President Linwood H.
Rose on celebrating 100
years in the making.
ON THE COVER :
Photograph by Pippa Hetherington
of Cape Town. South Africa
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News PhoefSutton ('81) addresses December grads,
NAACP chair Julian Bonds keynotes MLK Week celebration, composer Steve Reich headlines 28th Contemporary
Music Festival, Geology Society of America recognizes
student duo's research, Virginia science teachers honor
ISAT professor and more

11

By the Numbers Who's No. l? What's No. 4?
How about 14, 16, 87 and 19,350?

13

Connections

JMU Alumni Association launches
new Web site, Centennial Celebration connections, Center
for Economic Education, MadisonOnline

16

Special Report BY ANDY PERRINE ('86)
Portraits in Bluestone is a transcendent musical experience

18 Purple Carpet

Homecoming
Fever
The sun always
shines on Homecoming. Even a onepoint loss to Richmond didn 't deter
alumni, students and
parents from enjoying the Tailgate of
the Century.
PAGE 53

Arr professor Sukjin Choi teaches
traditional Korean ceram ics to JM U
art students and shares her "onggis"
with the local comm uniry.

BY PAM BRo cK

Virginia legislators toast JMU's 100th, Pruden Educational Technology and Media Center dedication, campaign scops in Roanoke,
Philadelphia and Bristol

PAGE 24

20 Dukes Turf

Tamera Young ('08) sinks JMU points reco rd,
Bridgeforth Stadium expansion , women's soccer honors and
Beery Jaynes' hall of fame nod

Departments
23 Expressions

Poetry by English professor Laurie Kutchins and
onggi arc by ceramics professor Sukjin C hoi

26 Bright Lights Vice provost for

research and public service
John Noftsinger ('85), history professor Alexander Leidholdt and
Milken Educator Amy Macaleer ('0 1)

45 One World

('84)
13-and-under baseball team hies a hom e run for South Dakota's
Oglala Lakota children
BY BRucE THAYER

47 Professors You Love

BY EMrLRAMPACEK JR. ('76)
Professor Norlyn Bodkin's dream turns inro an outdoor classroom

48 Mixed Media

Books and music by alumni and professors:
China Ghosts, Kid Tales: A Children Storybook Without !LLustrations,
Mental Health Issues in the Criminal justice System, We are His Poets,
and We Fell in Love at ]MU

s

'Uncle Ron'
Ronald E. Carrier's
vision and confidence in students
helped him shape
Madison into a
respected regional
university during his
27 years as president.
PAGE 32

Alumni
49 News

Alumni mentorship program, Centen nial Challenge, Alumni
Volunteer Weekend, Black Alumni Chapter Leadership Weekend, Metro
Dukes Job Fair and more chapter news

50 Distinguished Alumni Awards

Army general, teacher
and longtime chapter volunteer cake 2007 awards

51

Legacy Luncheon

Composing
a legacy

JMU Alumni Association welcomes Class of2011

52 My Madison

BY ToNY MADSEN ('99)
Striking a chord for the Wilson Hall clock cower chimes

53 Homecoming 2007

Alumni and JMU parents tailgate Purple
and Gold style, Spirit and Entree Contests winners

58 Class Notes

News from alumni, scholarship thanks, JMUWorks musical cheater professor Kate Arecchi's passion project at the Papermill Theatre,
and alumni highlights on Monica Frey ('02), Jeffrey Crecz ('03) and Sam Wilson ('02)

American composer
Steve Reich headlines
the Contemporary
Music Festival, sharing
his musical mastery
with professors and
student composers.
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Remember the Madison bus?
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Se nior Vice President, Un iversity Advancem ent
CHARLES KING

Senior Vice President, Administ ra tio n and Fi nance
MARK WARNER ('79, ' SI M, ' 85Ed. S.)

Senior Vice Presiden t, Student Affairs and
University Planning
V I C E PROVO ST S FO R ACADE MI C AFFA IRS
A . JERRY BENSON
TERESA A . GONZALEZ
JOHN B. NOFTSINGER JR. ( '85)

D E AN S
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Libraries/Educational Technology

RUSTIC PURPLE
AND GOLD
Im agine my surprise whe n I found this
rusting ghost wh ile m y husba nd and I
were looking for a C ivil W ar cave. T his
old M adison College bus is resting beside
T ho rn C reek Road near Frankli n , W .Va.
I rem ember a botany class tri p with Dr.
Amos Showalter to bota nical ga rden s in
W ashington, D'.C., and chugging up the
mountain to an observatory near C harlottesville with Dr. W ells' class. As the engine
sputtered, the driver said, "I hope the 1928
will make it." Does anyone remember this
purple and gold M adison relic, o r kn ow
how it ended up in W est V irginia?

SHARON LOVELL (i n t e r i m )

Integrated Science and Technology
DAVID F. BRAKKE

Science a nd M athematics

ALDA SIMMONS BERLIN ('50)
Lynchburg, Va.

LI NDA HALPERN

University Studies
DAVID K. JEFFREY (i n t erim )

A rts and Letters
MARILOU JOHNSON (' 80) (i nte r i m )

Visual and Perfo rming Arts
REID LINN

Graduate School
ROBERT D. REID
Busi ness
PHILLIP M . WISHON

Edu ca tion
ALU MN f A SS O C I A T I ON OFF I CE R S
JON OFFLEY ('89 ), President
A · J FISCHER ('92), President-Elect

PAR E NTS C O UNC I L OF F I C ER S
DEBBIE D. ('77) AND BARRY BARNARD ('04 , '08P)
Madison is an official publication of James Madison
Universit y and is produced quarterly for alumni. parent s of
JMU students. faculty and staff members. and friends of
the university. It is produced by the Division of University
Advancement. Editorial and advertising offices: J MU.
MSC 3610. Harrisonburg, VA 22807.
J MU does not discriminate on the basis of race, color,
national origin. religion. gender, age. veteran status.
political affiliation. sexual orientati on or disability
(in compliance w ith the Americans with Disabilities
Act) with respect to employment or admissions. or in
connection w ith its programs or activities.

DATING 'THISTLEBURT'
T hey called him ''Thistleburt" after a character in a grammar book written by o ne
of the M adiso n English p rofessors, but I
didn' t care, I loved him. I started Madison
College in the summer of 1964, and Georgina Milliken was my roommate. I was on
academic probation my fi rst summer, and
if it had not been for Dr. Mary Cam pbell
Brill who gave me a "B" in English, I would
never h ave made it to the Sep tember session . But I made it back and so did T hisd eburt. I lived across the street from th e
Q uad in Lincoln H ouse - down the street
from Doc's Soda Shop. O nce after a trip to
Doc's for a burger, Thisdeburt (whose real
name is W alter Unruh) and I returned to
the front porch swing at Lincoln House.
We talked and laughed in all innocence as
we sat in the big old swing. T hen, "boom "
the front door of Lincoln House suddenly
swung open. "One of the girls is locked in
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the attic! " a h o usem a te 'I hope the
b ell owed. Thi s d e burt 1928 will
leaped into action , entered make it,' the
college bus
Lincoln House, ascended driver said of
th e stairs and un fort u- the sputter·
n ately for m e, e n t ered ing engine.
m y bed roo m wh ere th e
attic door and hollering Madison girls were
located. After taki ng the door off th e hinges
and freeing the girl, he was standing with .
the door in his hands - and who walked
in - our ho usem other and the d ea n of
women . T hey seemed to understan d since
it was all in nocent enough. But I did receive
a "weekend strict campus" notice for swinging on the fro nt porch with someone of the
opposite sex - an action I did n ot know
was "unacceptable." While swinging on the
front porch that day W alter asked m e to
marry him . I said "n o," but he later asked
me again in the Gifford Hall dating parlor. I
said "yes." We have been married for almost
40 years. W e have two sons and a wond erful life together. T hank you, Madison , for
helping make this possible.
CAROL SMITH U NRUH ('68) and
WALTER H UGO UNRUH ('66)
H opedale, M ass.

RATEMYPROFESSOR .COM
DIVERSION
I feel compelled to comment on the By the
N umbers page of the W inter 2008 issue
of M adison. I think it is a mistake to feature RateMyProfessor.com as an effective
method for evaluating faculty or their teach ing abili ty. T he vast majority of my students
freely admit to "shopping around" the site
for easy professors who give good grades for
very little effort. It is a site that p romotes
personal attacks, rather than serious evaluaPHOTOGRAPH B Y A L DA SIMM ON S B ERLIN ( '5 0)
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{Editor's Note}
tions of teaching. I would also question how
qualified our students are, at 18 or 20 years
old, to evaluate a faculty ~ember using selfgenerated criteria and without responding to
specific questions such as those on a university-sanctioned evaluation document (like
the ones we use). I can think of more than
a few professors here (and at Virginia Tech,
where I taught for 20 years before coming to
]MU in 2003) who are known as marginal
teachers and yet receive rave reviews on Rate
MyProfessor.com simply because they give
consistently high grades without demanding much work. Last year, several freshmen
told me they "rated" a professor as a terrible
teacher after attending only a week of that
professor's classes (this evaluation stays on
the site forever). T his sort of evaluation is
what our students may use to evaluate professors and choose classes.
I am surprised that Dr. Duvall-Early let
you feature her. I can think of very few professors who think well at all of the Web site.
Most seem ro echo the thoughts I present
here. It is, most certainly, another rather
si lly electronic diversion for our students
rather than the effective educational tool it
purports to be.
It is sad that our students, and many students n ationwide, use RateMyProfessor.
com to figure out how to do as little work as
possible in their classes. Quite simply, it is a
popularity contest that "evaluates" faculty on
self-generated and arbitrary criteria.
I read Madison regularly and consider it a
fine publication.
Thank yo u,
ERIC C . PAPPAS, Ptt.D.
Integrated Science and Technology

PUZZLING THANKS

A Centennial invitation from students
MU's Centennial Celebration, March 10-16, will be momentous, offering something for everyone. See the schedule on the back cover. A few of those events
manage to completely define the essence, intentions and spirit of the entire
Madison community -

the Portraits in Bfuestone concert, for instance (see Page

16). Another is o ne being planned by the SGA and the student body. It so captures
the inclusive nature of the 100th that we have given over this space to SGA President
Lee Brooks ('08) for a guest Editor 's Note. The magazine staff hopes chat you w~ll
respond to Lee's invitation and participate in this special student-organized event.
PAM BRO CK,

Executive Editor

3.12.08 ALL TOGETHER
ONE HUNDRED
JMU's Centen nia l Celebration sh ould
never be forgotte n, and that is especially
true for chose who have the good fortu ne
to be on campus chis very sp ecial year.
W e invite students, professors, staff members and local alumni to help commemorate this momentous occasion. H ow? Be
on the Quad on March 12 at 2 p.m. and
you can be one of those captured for all
posterity in the All Together ONE Hundred photo chat will be taken that day.
Photos will be taken from a plan e flying
over th e Quad as well as from a cherry
picker located on the Q uad.
Seniors will stand in a " 1-0-0" formation while oth er students, alumni, professors and staff members will stand to
create a square "picture frame" around
t h em. ROTC cadets, Safe Rid es members, SGA members and Student Ambassadors will be on hand with instructions.
While this event w ill incorporate the

entire JM U comm unity, it will highlight the Centennial Dukes of 20 08,
and we ask them to wear a gold or yellow shirt. All others should wear purple.
So that purple and gold will be seen in
the aerial photo, purple and gold placards will be distributed to all participants
th at day. During Centen nial Week and
during this photo event, ]MU students
and Centenn ial Com mission members
will film a short documentary about this
photo concept. The documentary v:ill be
edited and distributed by the Centennial
Commission . T he Student Government
Association, Student Ambassadors and
Safe Rides organi zed this event. If you
h ave quest ions abo ut the event, please
e-mail brookslc@jmu.edu. D on't forge t
to save this date and plan to join us on
the Quad on March 12 for this once-inONEhundred-years historic event!
LE E BROOKS ('08)

SCA President and Student Ambassador

Thank you for the Color Sudoku book autographed by authors Laura Taalman and
Philip Riley. I enjoyed the challenge of the
big James Madison Sudoku puzzle in Madison magazine (Fall 2007 issue), which qualified me for the prize. I look forward to doing
the puzzles in the book. Sincerely,
D. RUDMIN ('89)
Coffege of Integrated Science and
Technology lab operations

JOS EP H

March 10·16: See Centennial Week events listed on the back cover
and get complete details at www.Jmu.edu/blrthday

..-Madison welcomes letters
in response to magazine content. The staff
reserves the right to edit for clarity, length and
style. Anonymous letters will not be published.
Send to "22807" Madison, 220 University
Blvd., MSC 3610, ]MU, Harrisonburg, VA,
22807, or e-mail madisonmag@jmu.edu.
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Scaff writer Colleen Dixon joined the Madison ream in
2006. She is a communications assistant in University Communications and Marketing and also writes and edits for
Madison Online and other JMU publications. As a freelance
writer she has served as an editor and aided clients in article
writing and Web content creation. Dixon has served as an
officer in the Navy Reserve for more than 17 years, cheered
on by her husband and rwo children. In her spare time she
sings alto in the Praise Team and choir at her church. Learn
more about Dixon at www.shenandoahwriting.com/.
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Madison intern Ginny Ficker ('08) is an English major
with a concentration in creative writing and serves as a
peer writing tutor at the University Writing Center. She
is a member of Into Hymn, JMU's all-female Christian
a cappella group, and has served as a Student Ambassador since her freshman year. She has published poetry
and articles in a several publications, and for the past rwo
summers, she has written for Shell Point Life, the monthly
magazine of a life-care community in Fort Myers, Fla.

Andy Perrine ('86), associate vice president for communications and marketing, writes the Special Report for
each issue of Madison. He joined the JMU staff in 2000
and has served in marketing, public relations and university spokesman roles. He is a founding member of the
JMU School of Communication Studies Alumni Advisory Council and a board member of the Harrisonburg
Downtown Renaissance committee. AJMU communications arts major, Perrine worked for several N.Y.C. ad
agencies and founded Gravity Media Productions before
joining the JMU staff. Alumni readers may remember Perrine as the rock 'n' roll drummer from several Madison bands during the '80s - "a time when mullets were cool. "

Alex Washington ('08) works in the Office of Alumni
Relations, and one of her duties is compiling the magazine's Class Notes submitted by alumni. Washington is
president of the Black Student Alliance and a member of
the Neo-Underground Railroad Conductors student club.
She also volunteers for a local Boys & Girls Club. The
English major is concentrating in creative writing and
enjoys writing poetry and short stories, and dancing. She
will intern with the magazine staff this summer.

Contributing Offices
Offices of Alumni, Be the Change, Public Affairs,
Sports Media Relations, Photography Services
For address updates: www.jmu.edu/alumni
To contact the magazine staff:
www.jmu.edu/Madison0nline
E-mail: madisonmag@jmu.edu
Voice: (540) 568-2664 ,,. Fax: (540) 568-7913
Madison, the magazine of James Madison University
MSC 3610, James Madison University
Har risonburg, VA 22807
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Seattle native Matthew Worden is chief photographer for
Washingtonian magazine and resides in Arlington. He moved
to the Washington, D.C., area eight years ago to intern in
the photo department at Washingtonian magazine. After
working his way through the ranks and becoming the photography editor, Worden left his desk job and turned back to
his love of creating photographs. He specializes in environmental portraits but spends his free time photographically
exploring the U.S. southwest's landscapes. View his photography at www.myspace.com/matthewwordenphotography.

DI XON , FICKER AND WASHINGTON PHOTOGRAPHED
BY DIANE ELLIOTT (' 00) ; PERRINE BY MATTHEW WORDEN
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DIRECTIONS

I 00 years in the making
Come, celebrate - we're just getting started
n a matter of days, the entire
In order for these exciting plans to
move forward, the governor's higher
James Madison University
community will officially celeducation bond proposal must be
ebrate its centennial an niverapproved by the General Assembly this
sary. Weeklong festivities will
session and by voters in a general refercommence just as students and
endum in November 2008.
professors return from spring breaks of
As you read this, the Virginia legislafun, of research and of service to others.
ture and the governor's office are debatThis grand occasion has been 100
ing the budget and bond issues I bring
years in the making. It commemorates
to your attention. I ask for your conour annual observations of Founders
tinued support as you speak with legDay and James Madison's birth date and
islators and in conversations with your
the momentum of our Madison Century
fellow Virginians. Please help them see
the value of a financially strong James
Capital Campaign all wrapped into one.
Virginia Gov. Tim Kaine will deliver
Madison University. Our preparathe keynote address at the Centennial When it all began - Virgin ia leg is lators toast Mary
tion of enlightened and educated citiConvocation on March 14. On that Washington and JMU's 100th in Richmond with Presi- zens benefits all of Virginia, which was
dent Emeritus Ron Carrier and President Lin Rose.
date in 1908 Gov. Kaine's predecessor,
exactly what the Virginia legislature had
Gov. Claude Swanson, signed the bill formally establishing the State in mind when they established JMU 100 years ago . I believe those
Normal and Industrial School for Women at Harrisonburg.
legislarors would be impressed today to see that JMU's contributions
Richmond - the Virginia General Assembly - is where JMU have grown over the century to affect the nation and the world.
was born. Thanks to the wisdom of area leaders like Sen. George B.
During Centennial Week, we also will celebrate our Madison CenKeezell, Del. P.B.F. Good and Adolph Snyder, editor of the local
tury Capital Campaign and report progress toward our $50 million
newspaper, the community successfully rallied to locate the institu- goal. Over the last seven years we have received outstanding support.
tion here in Harrisonburg.
I am confident that we will exceed our goal, bringing to a successful
Richmond is where we return annually for continued state support of conclusion JMU's first capital campaign on June 30. I have spoken
the JMU mission. As you read this, the General Assembly is considering often about the vital role of private giving ro JMU. From the budget
Madison's budget for the upcoming biennium. With subprime mortpicture I have outlined, you can see how a healthy endowment can
make the difference for our people and programs.
gage losses affecting economies around the globe and talk of a recession
in the United States, the economic outlook is troubling here in VirOne of the other goals of our capital campaign was to start buildginia. Last fall, we had to return $4.78 million in state support, which
ing a culture of philanthropy here at JMU. I believe that culture is
rolls back our recent gains in the commonwealth's base adequacy fundbeginning to take hold, with private giving rising steadily each year to
ing level to the equivalent of that received in 2000. We don't know yet $12 million, 400 new gifts and 45 new endowments for scholarships,
professorships, student awards and athletics last year. These gifts, plus
how the university's budget will fare in house and senate bills, nor in the
the JMU Foundation's stewardship of the investment portfolio, have
governor's budget, for the upcoming biennium. The picture changes
raised our endowment past the $50 million mark.
daily. It is a suspenseful time for JMU. Our goals, as always, will be to
I have outlined many great reasons to celebrate. Please visit www.
maintain the academic integrity and che faculty and staff ofJMU.
Of great importance to JMU is the governor's $1.65 billion higher jmu.edu/birthday to learn more. I hope you will join us on campus
education bond package. The proposal designates more than $96 for this momentous occasion. The Normal, Madison, JMU - we
million for JMU projects. The projects include che construction of a all - have been preparing for this celebration for 100 years. Immenew biotechnology building ($44.8 million), renovation and expan- diately after, we will start preparing for our 200th anniversary. I'm
sion of Duke Hall ($43.4 million) and the final payment ($8.6 milconfident that, on that date, the students, professors, alumni and staff
members of the James Madison University of the future will look
lion) on che purchase of Rockingham Memorial Hospital.
back from the position of greatness that we helped make possible.
The biotech facility would bolster our faculty's work and reputation
in the sciences. As a key component of the science corridor on the ease We're just getting started.
side of campus, Centennial Hall would help solidify JMU's leading
role in undergraduate research and be a great complement to JMU's
new partnership with SRI International.
The renovation and addition to Duke Hall would enable us to
complete our vision for che visual and performing arts. As the future
Performing Arts Center comes online as expected in 2010, LatimerL1Nwooo H . RosE
President
Shaeffer Theatre in Duke would be transformed into space dedicated
entirely to visual and fine arts.
James Madison University

PHOTOGRAPH B Y DIAN E ELLI OTT ('00)
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Be the Change
Boston Legal nmter tells December grads

to 'dream big'

BY MICHELLE HITE

('88)

mmy award winning television writer Phoef Sutton ('81) brought his sense of humor to the JMU
commencement dais for a repeat performance. The
former 1988 JMU graduation speaker addressed
659 graduates at the Convo on Dec. 15, threatening to perform his address in mime because of the
Writer's Guild of America strike.
"I guess I feel like I did in 1981, when I sat there like you
are, listening to someone gab on and on," said Sutton, "but it's
a new beginning. A fresh start. Life is full of those. Because the
future doesn't start 27 years after you graduate. It starts every
second of every day. Make the most of it."
Sutton's 20 years of success in Hollywood have included
involvement in a variety of stage, screen and television projects.
He served as a writer and executive producer for the highly successful NBC show Cheers and most recently worked for TV
shows News Radio and Boston Legal.
Sutton received the Writer's Guild Award for his work on
Cheers and a Peabody Award for Boston Legal. An accomplished

8
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1981 graduate and award-winning television writer Phoef Sutton
delivered his second JMU commencement speech on Dec. 15 as
659 undergraduates and master's graduates enjoyed his advice
and humor on topics like the "five-year graduation plan." Sutton previously addressed the graduating Class of 1988. Above,
he chats with former 1980 classmate Marilou Johnson, interim
dean of the College of Visual and Performing Arts.

novelist, Sutton received the 2000 Ronald E. Carrier Distinguished Alumni Achievement Award.
He asked December graduates to promise to remember the
future. "Dream big," he said. "As Gandhi said, ' Be the change
you wish to see in the world. "'
After Sutton 's speech , JMU President Linwood H . Rose
conferred 555 bachelor's and 104 master's degrees and urged
graduates to "use your knowledge and skills to make a better
place in the world and create positive change."
ffi

P HOTOGR A PHS BY DIANE ELLI OTT ("00 )
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[MLK Keynote]

Honoring
Dr. King
NAACP chairman
shares memories of civil
rights founder

V

eteran civil rights
activist and NAACP
chairman Julian
Bond, who had a personal
relationship with Martin
Luther King Jr. , told a campus audience, "We all have a
responsibility to carry on Dr.
King's legacy."
Bond delivered the keynote address of JMU's annual
MLK Celebration Week,
which is sponsored by the
JMU Center for Multicultural Student Services. Bond
told students, professors
and community members,
"Even though the times have
changed, there is still room

Even though the times have
changed, there is still room for
more progress.'
1

-

JULIAN BOND

for more progress."
Bond also promoted affirmative action and encouraged
students to vote in the upcoming presidential election. "The
spirit of Dr. King hangs over
any election, and his spirit is
especially evident chis year
with its diverse candidates."
Ocher events during che
campus celebration included
the annual MLK March
and Speak Our and a "unity
day" event sponsored by the
Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority. The JMU Gospel Choir
performed and students led
a trip to the Harrisonburg
C hildren's Museum to educate area children about the
life and legacy of Martin
Luther King Jr.

[Geology Honors]

Extra effort
pays off
Geology Society of America
recognizes student researchers
BY TIM O'KEEFE

T

The duo's extra effort paid
off. Hodges and DeGrazia
won the National Council
Award for Outstanding Student Research at che 2007
Geology Society of America
conference in Denver. A
poster about their research
highlighted groundwater flow
through the study area, which
was cracked using chemical
indicators such as PH values.
The ground water flow plays

(' 10)

hey spent three weeks of
their summer along the
shores of Lake Huron
in Michigan, bur che rime
was anything bur a vacation.
Senior geology majors Amanda
Hodges and Lisa DeGrazia
spent char time hard at work,
researching the hydrology of
the Albert E. Sleeper Scace
Park near Caseville.
"We were 100 percent dedicated co chis project," says Hodges.

Hard work along the shores of
Lake Huron last summer paid
off for Amanda Hodges and Lisa
DeGrazia at the Geological Society of America annual meeting.

....
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an important role in the
area's ecology. During their
three-week research period,
Hodges and DeGrazia collected 70 samples from wetland surface water.
Geology and environmental science professor Steve
Baedke, who directed the
research, says this year's team
of students worked better
together in the field than any
others. Baedke is used to success at the GSA. Last year,
two of his students - Joe
Bell and Sean Parse - won a
similar award.
Baedke said the geology
department's commitment
to undergraduate research is
a contributing factor to the
students' success. "It reflects
the ethic of the department
for students to do meaningful
research," he says. "If this was
not important to JMU, we
wouldn' t have the time and
money spent on this project." ·
For a third consecutive
year, the U.S. Geological
Survey supplied grant money
to cover travel expenses, lab
equipment and hourly wages
for the students.
Baedke also noted the
students received valuable
mentoring from distinguished
specialists with 20 to 40 years
experience. The specialists,
incl uding some from the Indiana Geological Survey at both
Indiana University and North
Dakota State University,
offered advice on conducting
field research and the significance of results.

....i

'It reflects the
ethics of the
department
for students to
do meaningful
research.'
-

STEVE BAEDKE,

Geology and environmental
science professor

[In Memoriam]

Former professors remembered
WILLIAM CALLAHAN
Philosophy and religion
11·
professor and department
head William Edward
Callahan died Oct. 19 in
Salem, Va., and is buried
in Sheffield, Ala. He was
a member of Theta Alpha
Kappa National Honor
Society for religious and theo logical studies.
JMU's philosophy and religion department is
a charter-founding chapter chat first inducted
student members in 1977. Before coming to
JMU, Callahan taught at Union University
in Jackson, Tenn., and Wallace State College in Hanceville, Ala. He earned degrees
from Florence State College, New O rleans
Baptist Theological Seminary and American
University. A Baptist minister, he preached in
churches in Alabama, Louisiana, Miss issippi,
Tennessee and Virginia.

MAJORIE CHRISTIANSEN
Professor emerita of home
economics Marjorie Christiansen died on Nov. 22
in Albuquerque, N.M. A
licensed nutritional consultant, she also served as
a science instructor at the
Regina School of Nursing
in Albuquerque. She earned degrees in nu trition education from the University of New
Mexico and Utah State University. A member
of the Mad ison Founders Society, C hristiansen and her late husband, Ted, established
the Minnie Christiansen and Margaret Miner
Endowed Scholarship at Madison in 1973 in
honor of their mothers. Christiansen was a
member of the American Dietetic Association
and Phi Kappa Phi and was a past president
of the Virginia Dietetic Association and the
Albuquerque District Dietetic Association.

with the College of Education
in the educational technology
master's program. Kolvoord
teaches in the ISAT programs,
the applied GIS portion of
the geography program , the
IDLS science core and in the
ISAT graduate program.
He has an active program
educator of the year
working with K-12
teachers in the
ob Kolvoord,
use of geospatial
professor of
technologies in
integrated
the classroom. In
science and technol2006,
he co-led a
ogy, received the
Study Abroad in
2007 Outstanding
Malta with ISAT
Science Educator
professor Jonathan
for Virginia award
Bob Kolvoord,
Miles.
The profesfrom the Virginia
2007 Outstanding
sors teach a course
Association of SciScience Educator.
on sustainability,
ence Teachers. He
which will be part of the
was recognized for helping
dual post-graduate degree
Virginia science teachers use
program leading to an M.S.
technology in their classin Sustainable Environment
rooms to help students learn
Resources Management from
about science and technology.
the University of Malta and
Kolvoord, who joined the
an M .S. in Integrated Science
JMU faculty in 1996, is chair
and Technology awarded by
of the JMU task force on sciJames Madison University.
ence, technology, engineering
The dual-degree program
and mathematics education.
begins this fall.
He has a joint appointment

JMU reaffirms [Outstanding Teacher]
commitment
Virginia science
to undergradu- teachers honor
ate research
Kolvoord
eginning in fall 2008,
I SATprofessor ts science

B

more than 20 freshmen
will have an opportunity
to do authentic research in
a yearlong course in phage
genomics. Students will earn
one credit each semester for
the work that will involve isolating bacterial viruses (phages)
from soil, preparing viral DNA
for sequencing, and annotating
and comparing the sequenced
genome. Partial funding and
equipment for the course is
being provided by the Howard
Hughes Medical Institute,
which chose JMU as one of 12
universities around the country
to launch the Science Education Alliance. The goal is to
immerse students in scientific
processes and equip them with
critical thinking and communication skills necessary for
successful research careers.
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James and
Dolley Madison are featured on 2007
$1 and $10
gold coins.

Fourth president, Founding
Father, Father of the Constitution - James Madison is
featured on the fourth in the
series of presidential dollar coins. The
U.S. Mint released Madison's coin in November
along with a $10 "first
spouse" coin of Dolley
Madison. Learn more at
www.usmint.gov/

16

JMU is ranked
16th nationally
for its graduation rate
(81 percent) in the enrollment
category of 10,000 to 18,000 students, according to the U.S.
Department of Education's Integrated Pose-Secondary Education Data System.

14

JMU ranks No. 14 on the Peace Corps' 2008 list
of top volunteer-producing universities. Fifty-three
undergraduate and two graduate alumni are serving
in the Peace Corps.

....

19300

Duringics
Centennial
Celebra.,
cion year,
JMU recei'~ed a record number of student
applications for admission to the freshman
class for the 2008-09 academic year. The
admissions office received more than
19,350 freshmen applications - up 4
percent from last academic year. Applicants are vying for 3,960 freshman spaces.

87

The ONE campaign, aimed
at ending global poverty and
AIDS, ranked JMU 87th
out of the 100 most active
schools in the nation and invited the JMU chapter to send two
representatives to the 2008 ONE Campus Challenge Power
100 Summit in Washington, D.C.

CAMPUS PHOTOGRAPH BY BRIAN DILLENSNYDER ("08); LEZOTTE

BY CATHY
KUSHNER
('87); ONE
BRACELET BY
MATTHEW WORDEN
Published
by JMU
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Commons,
2008

I
December graduate Tony LeZotte ('07) is the first Atlantic
IO/Colonial Athletic Association football player, and the
first JMU student-athlete, to be named an All-America for
four straight years. This past season, the senior safety earned
his second conference Defensive Player of the Year honors.
LeZotce was ACC Co-Rookie of the Year in 2004, when the
Dukes won the I-AA national championship.
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[Performing Arts Center]

....I

Fans of the performing arts
are sure to have a blast
when JMU's new Performing Arts Center is up and
offering entertainment to
all. In fact, blasting began
on Jan. 9 when crews
began the prep work for
the center's foundation.
Find out what's going on
in the visual and performing arts at JMU today
at http://cvpa.jmu.edu/
Performance.htm and see
Performing Arts Center
architectural drawings at
www.jmu.edu/theatre/
facilities.htm.

12
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onnect1ons
Alumni Association launches new Web site
Gee connected with 80,000 of your fellow Dukes. Read the latest alumni news, association news,
chapter news, event and reunion information, and Homecoming updates and subscribe co the
alumni e-newsleccer Brightening the Lights ofMadison. Enter che JMU Online Community co
look up classmates, receive a free e-mail address, career network and use the Alumni Business
Exch ange. All chis and more at the new JMU Alumni Association Web sire: www.jmu.edu/alumni

Center for Economic Education
For more chan 30 years, JMU's Center for Economic
Education has helped educators teach economics. The
center specializes in developing interdisciplinary lessons
on economics that teachers can use in their classrooms.
" Here's che economic co ncept, and here's how to teach
ic - that's che center's specialty," says Lynne Stover, a
teacher consultant at the center. Teachers learn how to
form economic lesso ns from diverse works of children's

Teacher consultant Lynne Stover,
above, "rings the bell" to signal trading at a past Global Entrepreneurship
Marketplace Fair, sponsored annually
by JMU to teach elementary- and
middle-school students how to buy, sell
and trade in a simulated global market.

literature such as If
You Give a Mouse a
Cookie and Curious
George Takes a job.
Lesson plans include
the Srock M arket
Game, which reaches
yo ungsters how co
research products and
make w ise investments, and che Global
E ntrepreneurship
Marketplace Fair
held on campus. In
another program ,
teenagers participate
in Risky Business, a
compreh ensive lifeskills course focusing on credit, h ealth

choices, insurance and education. "Economics is really about
makin g d ec isio ns, and eco nomic education teach es young
people to make good decisions," says Stover. T h ar's an education chat can' t start coo early. http://cob.jmu.edu/econed/

- LYN N STOVER

for JMU parents: www.jmu.edu/
parents/Update_Form.shtml

WEB

* JMU's front door: www.jmu.edu

* Everything alumni: www.jmu.
edu/alumni

* Madison Channel: Live and archived
video and audio coverage ofJMU
activities and events: http:!/media.
jmu.edu/

* Madison Century Update e-newsleccer. www.jmu.edu/madisoncentury

* MadisonOnline: JMU's Webzine
* T he Newsroom: www.jmu.edu/
news/TheNewsroom/

TELEVISION

* WVPT: Students intern at the PBS

affiliate for Central Virginia, Shenandoah
Valley and Northeastern West Virginia,
(540) 434-5391: www.wvpt.net

RADIO

* WXJM: Student programming,
news, talk and music on FM 88.7
www.jmu.edu/wxjm/listen

* AM 1610: Tune in when you roll
into the 'Burg.

* WMRA: (http://wmra.org/).
NPR, local news and programming.
WMRA, WMRY, WMRL, WMLLJ
at 90.7, 103.5, 89.9 and 91.3 on your
FM dial.
Global Entrepreneurship Marketplace Fair "traders" enjoy
the atmosphere.

Centennial Celebration connections

www.jmu.edu/centennialcelebration

MadisonOnline
Read che latest issue of the university m agazine online or find
out what's happening at your alma mater:

ECO NOMI
ED U CATION
PHOTOGRAPH
S CO U RT2008
ES Y OF LY NN E STO VER
Published
byC JMU
Scholarly
Commons,

* The Family Connection insights

www.jmu.edu/Madison0nline

Economics is
really about making decisions, and
economic education teaches young
people to make
good decisions.'

1

JMU celebrates its 100th birthday this month with the official
Centennial Convocation on March 14. If you can't be in the
' Burg, you can still join in the celebration at the award-w inning
C entennial Celebration Web site. See historical photographs of
rhe university, read anecdotes from Madison's rich history, ch eck
o ut ch e Put Up Your Dukes Duke Dog statues and p urch ase
your copy of Madison Centu ry , the coffee-table book commemorating JMU's first century. Connect with the celebration:

www.jmu.edu/Madison0nline

HEADLINES+
HIGHLIGHTS

PRINT

* Madison, the JMU magazine:
Story ideas or subscriptions: (540)
568-2664, madisonmag@jmu.edu

NEWSLETTERS

* Biology, chemistry, debate, education, geology, hisrory, music, nursing,
physics, political science, and cheater
and dance publish once or twice a
year; some will snail mail, ochers will
e-mail. Call (540) 568-2664 for yours.

SPORTS

* www.jmusports.com

* Pawprint: the Duke Club Newsletter, (540) 568-6164

* MadiZ ONE: catch all che exciting
)MU sports action on chis broadband
video channel - the online descinacion
for live and on-demand screaming video
and audio: www.jmusports.com

SP R I N G
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Greatest living
composer'visils JMU
1

Steve Reich headltnes Contemporary Music
tival
Fes
Bv CoLLEEN D1x0N
magine having the "dean of American composers" Aaron
Copland visit your school in the 1940s. How about a personal visit from Johannes Brahms in the 1890s? T he School
of Music welcomed just such a guest to the 28th-Annual
Contemporary Music Festival held Feb. 6-10.
Guest composer Steve Reich headlined the 2008 festival, which included lectures, performances, a student composer
competition and a master class for School of Music students. The
JMU Jazz Ensemble and Wind Symphony wrapped up the week
with a performance of works composed by Reich.
Music professor Jason Haney, who ch airs the festival's planning committee, compares Reich to both Copland and Brahms:
"This was a chance to meet and interact with one of the most
influential composers of our time. "
The New York Times has called Reich "our greatest living com-

14
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poser. " His com positions have a Above: Steve Reich greets
Western classical influence mixed JMU's Contemporary
with harmonies, rhythms and struc- Music Fest ival chair Jason
tures of non-Western and American Haney. (1-r) Music student
William Kenlow and Reich;
vernacular music, particularly jazz.
Beth Chandler performing
Multiple accolades h ave been Vermont Counterpoint;
showered on Reich, including two music faculty members
Grammy Awards, one for M usic for Andy Connell and Carrie
18 Musicians, a composition stud- Stevens performing Music
ied and performed during the festi- for 18 Musicians.
val. King Carl XVI Gustaf of Sweden presented Reich with the Polar
Music Prize from the Royal Swedish Academy of Music in May
2007. Japan's Praemium Imperiale Award in Music, an international award recognizing excellence in the arts in areas not covered by the Nobel Prize, was presented to Reich in 2006. Other
awards include his election to the American Academy of Arts and
Letters in 1994 and his being named by Musical America magazine as Composer of the Year in 2000.
Haney says, "Reich helps bring a new musical language to life,
and his music is vital, refreshing and somehow intimately familm
iar as well."

PHO TO GRAP HS BY AARO N STE WAR T ( ' 08)
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'By the time a JMU student
graduates, he or she is typiHonoring JMU's
cally volunteering above the
service culture
national average and planning
]MU receives President's
Awardfor Ct11ic engagement
for future involvement.'
[Service Learning]

BY ]AMIE MARSH

T

he Corporation for
National and Community Service named
JMU to the President's Higher
Education Community Service
Honor Roll With Distinction
fo r exemplary service-learning
and civic engagement.
JMU earned chis national
distinction because of a proven
"culture of service," accord-

-

RI C H HARRIS,

director of Community Service-Learning

ing to Rich Harris, direcror of
Community Service-Learning.
"Our programs are designed to
inspire involvement," he says.
About 25 university courses
include a service component,
and professors are offered
training and grant funding
to integrate service into academia. In 2006-07, more than

Published by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2008

1,200 students were placed
in volunteer positions. JMU
made matches with 80 nonprofit organizations, moscly in
Harrisonburg and Rockingham County. Several hundred
students choose an Alternative
Spring Break each year, doing
public service in locations
around the world.

"By the time a JMU student
graduates, he or she is typically volunteering above the
national average and planning
for future involvement," says
Harris. For example, a group
of 60 ]MU students visited
areas devastated
HON.O R ROLL
by Hurricane
W,th '!mstinction
Katrina two
years ago. "That
was a catalyst
for at lease 20
additional
trips," explains
Harris. "Stu2007
dents were so
moved by their experience,
they organized additional trips
with their families, churches
and ocher groups." m
1
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------'I SPECIALREPORT

A memory of now
Portraits in B luestone bolds you in time and p lace,
while Madison transcends BY ANoY PERRINE ('86)

,1

'I
,f

s....
rn

usic is an ephemeral art, and our experience
of it is time-based. So, unlike a sculpture or
painting, when a musical performance ends it
no longer exists. Maybe that is why music can
trigger such powerful emotional responses
fro m listeners; either through melody, tempo,
mood or ocher elements music can somehow evoke specific passages of time in our own human experiences. Some compositions
can even transport listeners to a specific place - the wide open
American West in Aaron Copland's Billy the Kid, for instance.
Few ocher art forms possess chis power.
James Madison University commissioned composer Brian
Balmages ('98) to create a musical composition to celebrate che
university's centennial, and the result is stunningly evocative of
Madison and its place in the Shenandoah Valley. The piece Portraits in Bluestone was first fully performed chis past October for
a special preview audience at Wilson Hall. The performance for
about 500 attendees just before the new Performing Arts Center groundbreaking was transcendent. The music itself is both

16
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Marilou Johnson ('80),
interim dean of the College
of Visual and Performing Arts (left), talking to
Portraits in 8/uestone
composer Brian Balmages
('98), says she felt the
Madison connection listening to the composition.

challenging and exciting. Bue for alumni, longtime friends of
Madison and members of che community something especially
captivating exists in Portraits in Bluestone.
"I had a most unexpected feeling at the first performance,"
says Marilou Johnson, interim dean of the College of Visual
and Performing Arts and a 1980 alumna. "It was a similar feeling to when I recencly attended a reunion for a class chat graduated long before mine; I didn't expect co feel so connected to
chis group of older Madison alumni - none of whom I'd ever
met. But I did feel connected to chem, and it was extraordinary.
PERFORM A NCE PH OTO GRAPH BY BR IA N DIL LENSNY DER (' 08);
J OH N SO N AND BALMAG ES BY DIANE EL LI OTT ( ' 00)
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SPECIALREPORT

'It resembles every
reason that I chose to
attend James Madison
University and why, to
this day, I am honored

I had the same feeling listening to Portraits in Bluestone. "
That Portraits in Bluestone is so evocative is no mistake. Composer Balmages
intentionally composed the piece to reference specific aspects of Madison and the
Shenandoah Valley. He writes, "The first
movement. written solelv £or strine:s and

-1,-.

1,,.-. "' - .. -..1.

•r-1,-.

set against a grand climax I could see the
entire audience almost shudder as one.
The sensation of hearing Shenandoah only
hinted at in the first movement and then
completely played in the third is a wonderfully stirring convention. You have to
hear it.
..Ei.n.alLv. all c.h_e voLces. strine:s and

I
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Your first-class
stamp helps
JMU more
fully support
professors and
students.
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I had the same feeling listening to Portraits in Bluestone. "
That Portraits in Bluestone is so evocative is no mistake. Composer Balmages
intentionally composed the piece to reference specific aspects of Madison and the
Shenandoah Valley. He writes, "The first
movement, written solely for strings and
piano, takes the listener back in time to
when the university was founded. It is
based on open harmonies to convey the
simplicity of the times."
This simplicity also brings up my memories of how I saw the world when I first
set foot on campus as a freshman in 1981
- everything seemed simple. Also in that
opening movement, a pulsing and repetitive piano cadence begins and continues
during the entire first movement as the
music develops dramatically around the
pulse. Balmages writes of this feature, "It
conveys movement and steadfastness at
the same time - much like the university
itself. It is constantly moving forward, yet
remai ns committed to its original mission
whi le everything around it changes. "
Also present in the first movement, but
on ly vaguely, is the melody of Shenandoah. Balmages writes that, "the allusion
to Shenandoah is a reminder of the university's home. The first movement draws
on short segments of the theme throughout, yet never presents the melody in its
entirety. " By hinting at the melody to
Shenandoah in the first movement Balm ages manages to create the fleecing
presence of a memory just out of recollection . T his is a haunting yet comforting
addition chat strongly evokes a feeling of
place. You have to hear it.
The second movement is performed by
a cappella choir, and at the preview performance in October the audience was
figuratively and literally "in " the music.
Because Portraits in Bluestone draws upon
the extensive potential of the university's Schoo l of Music by employing the
full string sec tion from the Symphony
Orchestra, a large mi xed choir, and the
Wind Symphony along with antiphonal
brass, no room was left on Wilson Hall
stage, so the choir was sp read along the
side walls of Wilson almost all the way
back to the balcony. The audience was
surrounded by the choir and the effect
was mesmerizing an d awesome. Even
if you' re not interested in choral music,
being immersed in the sound of so man y

'It resembles every
reason that I chose to
attend James Madison
University and why, to
this day, I am honored
to be a graduate.'
-

BRIAN BALMAGES

('98), composer

talented singers surrounding you is
incredible. The choir sang the university's
first alma mater, Blue-Stone Hill, whose
words were authored by Dr. John W.
Wayland, head of th e history department
at the Normal when it opened in 1909 .
Really, you have to hear it.
And then, there is the third and final
movement. This is the point in the performance when October's audience members holding back their emo tions could
no longer. T h e movem ent opens with
chimes played in the same pulsing pattern
as the piano in the first m ovement. After
a fanfare comes a solo flut e playing the
main theme of the movement. Although
I'd never heard the piece before , chi s
theme was strangely familiar. Balmages
writes, "This theme is particularly significant because of the way it is constructed.
The entire melody is based on the first
four-measure phrase, which also happens
to be the retrograde inversion of the first
phrase to the current ]MU Fight Song. "
As the third movement continued to
build in complexity and excitement I had
to remember to breathe. It's huge. Then
in a mo st mys teriou s way excerpts of
Shenandoah begin to appear again. Hearing these bits coming through reminded
me of the feeling I used to have driving
back to Harrisonburg on Interstate 81 as
a student after having been away for the
summer. As the sights would get more
familiar and the exit signs for Harrisonburg would appear, I would begin to
feel an overwhelming contentment and
full-spiritedness chat no other location
inspires in me. Finally, Balmages pulls
out all the stops. H e writes, "As the music
passes one of its two major climaxes, the
Shenandoah theme is presented in its
entirety for the first time by a solo horn.
This is a major point in the work, as it
has been hinted at for so long, yet finally
has a chance to come to th e forefront."
When Shenandoah appeared fully formed

set against a grand climax I could see the
entire audience almost shudder as one .
The sensation of hearing Shenandoah only
hinted at in the first movement and then
completely played in the third is a wonderfully stirring convention. You have to
hear it.
Finally, all the voices, strings and
antiphonal brass come together as the
tempo increases dramatically. Building
for the final climax, the music gains tremendous power and seems to be straining
against the confinement of Wilson Hall.
It is at this point when the music is most
evocative of Madison today. The intrinsic
optimism of the brass seems to herald not
just the unusually fast surge of Madison 's
prominence as a university, but also the
promise of a bright future that new graduates feel stretching out before them. Balmages writes of this finale, "It resembles
every reason that I chose to attend James
Madison University and why, to chis day,
I am honored to be a graduate."
The applause in Wilson went on for
quite a long time. As the audience finally
simmered down and I began to collect
myself, it hit me how appropriate it is to
celebrate Madison's centennial with such
an inspiring musical piece. As an alumnus I have always felt that living in the
moment is a particular trait that Madison
students possess. Current students exhibit
the same sense of being here now that I
felt as a student and still feel. And while
the university's Centennial Celebration
rightfully is focused on looking back on
Madison's history and looking forward to
the next century, truly understanding the
Madison Experience requires celebrating
the NOW. And , boy, does Portraits in
Bluestone accomplish that. You've got to
hear it.
The third movement of Po rtraits in
Bluestone will be performed during the
James Madison Day Program on March
14 at 10 a.m. in the Convocation Center.
Virginia Gov. Tim Kaine will deliver the
keynote at this - the main eve nt - of
the weeklong Centennial Celebration.
Po rtraits in Blueston e will then b e
played in its entirety later that day at 3:30
p.m. in the Convocation Center. Boch are
open to all. If yo u can't make it to campus on the 14th, yo u can hear a recording
of the October performance at www.jmu.
edu/ centennialcelebration/ m usic.shtml/.
ffl
Really, yo u have to hear it.
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CE LEBR A TI NG TH E MADISON EXPERIENCE

(Above 1-r), JMU
Provost Douglas E.
Brown and former
JMU Rector Alexander B. "Sandy"
Berry Ill of Richmond. (At right, 1-r)
State Sen. Emmett
Hanger of Mount
Solon ('71) and
President Emeritus
Ronald E. Carrier.

Virginia legislators raise a coast co recognize the 100th anniversary of the
occasion Gov. Claude A. Swanson signed the bill that established the State
Normal and Industrial School for Women at Harrisonburg. Approximately
200 legislators, state officials and guests attended a Jan. 16 reception in
Richmond honoring the centennials of
both JMU and the U niversiry of Mary
Washington. This year the legislature
offered a joint house-senate resolution honoring both universities, which
share a common birrhdate of March 14,
1908. Both are celebrating their centennials on March 14 with visits by Swanson's current-day counterpart, Virginia
Gov. Tim Kaine.

(Top, 1-r), acting UMW President
Richard V. Hurley, Lt. Gov. Bill Bolling, Attorney General Bob McDonnell (giving the toast), Speaker of
the House of Delegates William
J. Howell, State Sen. R. Edward
Houck and JMU President Linwood
H. Rose. (Above right. 1-r), State
Sen. Ryan T. McDougle of Mechanicsville ('93) and Robert Vaughan
('83) of Midlothian, staff director,
house appropriations committee.

HONORING PETER PRUDEN
The College of Education honored Phyllis Pruden and her late husband,
Peter, with the naming of the Peter D. and Phyllis S. Pruden Jr. Educational Technology and
Media Center in Memorial Hall. The naming recognizes several
major gifts the Prudens
have made in support
of the college. The day
included a program, tour
of the center and lunch
with (1-r) President Linwood H. Rose; President
Emeritus Ronald E. Carrier; the Prudens' daughter, Diane Hall ('92P);
Phyllis Pruden; education dean Phil Wishon; Phyllis' son, Steve Stancill;
and others. Hall's son, David ('92), is an attorney in California.
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HAPPY
ANNIVERSARY
The Roses co ngratulate Mike ('98) and
All ison Mafodda on his 10th graduation reunion, which he was bighearted
enough co share Nov. 2 with JMU's
Madison Century capital cam pa ign at
a gathering near Ph iladelph ia for Pennsylvania and New Jersey alumn i and
friends. M ike is che alumni chapter president for Philadelphia/Delaware Valley.

During the reception (at left), Robert
('82) and Maj. Gretchen Mangone ('81)
were happy to slip outside to take a cell
phone call from their son, who is serving in Iraq. At right, Rich Masterson ('82),
who endowed a scholarship in memory of
his father, hosted the Philadelphia area
reception at the Double Tree in Plymouth
Meeting, Pa. He visits with fellow business
alumni Bret Dunlap ('81) and Dan Nardi
('79, '86M), who with his wife, Alyce ('79),
also created a scholarship endowment.

GATHERING
STEAM IN
TENNESSEE

....•

Donna Burcham Fow lkes
('72), Charles Skeens ('79) and
Jeff Tickle ('90) hosted a geetogether for alumni and friends
from the Bristol, Tenn. , and
southwestern Virginia area at
the Troutdale Dining Room.

8

Above: Co-host Jeff Tickle
('90), who has created an
endowment in science and
mathematics, visits with
Vernon " Tracey" Turner
('86) and Jeff Shawl
('92). At left, Celebrating
in Bristol with George
Johnson, School of Media
Arts and Design professor
(right), are Steven Smith
('79) and athletics donor
Charles Skeens ('79).

Weston Hatfield brings Stephen (' 79) and
An ita Givens ('81) up to date on the culture
of philanthropy that has been building at
J MU during the capital campaign.
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President Linwood H. Rose
and his wife, Judith, share
greetings with loyal donor
Margaret Haley ('40).
Board of Visitors member
and Performing Arts Center donor Judy Strickler
('60) used the opportunity
to reunite with classmate
and donor Faye Dundore
('60). Below, Bev ('68) and Leon Harris, here with
Dianne and David Caldwell ('75), hosted a reception for Roanoke-area alumni and friends at the
Shenandoah Club to celebrate the moment um of
the Madison Century cap ital campaign.

Tom Fowlkes chats with Marilou Johnson ('80), interim dean of the College of Visual and Performing Arts.

PHILADELPHIA PHOTOGRAPHS BY BETSY PERDUE TOOLE ('83)
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DUKESTURF

I

Downtown
shot sinks JMU
points record
Tamera Young continues
to build on scoring stat
I

III

ime out," women's basketball coach Kenny Brooks
shouted from the Convo
floor three minutes into
the Jan. 24 game against
Hofstra. He wanted to
give Dukes' fans a fitting time to celebrate senior guard Tamera Young, who
had just sunk a three-pointer to become
JMU's all-time leading scorer.
Young had just scored two shots from
downtown, pushing her career points
total to 1,761 and surpassing the school
record of l, 760 set last season by 2007
Colonial Athletic Association Player of
the Year Meredith Alexis ('07). The outcome of the game - an 80-64 win over
visiting Hofstra - was somewhat anticlimactic for most JMU fans. "It was a
happy night because Tamera broke the

Preseason pick for both CAA Player of the Year
and All-CAA first team Tamera Young set a career
scoring record this season. As of Feb. 13, the senior
guard held a school-record 37 consecutive games in
double figures, a school record 100 games scoring
in double figures and was second on the JMU career
rebounding list (986).

record, and she did it so fast, before
the media time-out," said senior
Jennifer Brown.
Young was fou led on the recordbreaking three-pointer as a Hofstra
player backed into her , sending
her flying to the floor. She leapt
to her feet, high-fived her teammates, and then pointed to a section
of the stands, finding JMU football
academic adviser Justin Ruffin , who
had encouraged her
throughout the season.
During the Jan .
24 game Young, the
CAA's leading scorer
(20.4) and rebounder
(9.7), scored 19
points and had eight
rebounds, five assists
and a blocked shot.
At press time, she had
scored 1,984 points and
scored her 100th double-figure scoring game
(another school record)
in a 79-52 win over Towson.
The Dukes were 12-3 in CAA play
and 19-7 overall as ofFeb.25. Check
out photos from Young's record-setting shot at www.jmusports.com/.ffi

Bridgeforth Stadium
expansion unveiled

Memorial Hospital, a baseball-softball complex at Memorial Hall, recreational/athletic fields on Port Republic Road and a biotech facility.
"There has been no permanent enhancement to Bridgeforth seating in 25 years, and sold-out events during Homecoming and Family Weekend have required temporary end zone
]MU board approves plan,
seating," explains JMU Senior Vice President of
seeks state approval
Administration and Finance Charlie King. "The
facility lacks appropriate infrastructure for suphe JMU Board of Visitors approved
port services. This expansion, which began with
a plan ro expand Bridgeforth Stathe Robert and Frances Plecker Athletic Perfordium from its current 15,778 seats to
mance Center, will address a variety of space
a 24,878-seat facility with suites, club seats,
needs and help create a game-day atmosphere
concessions, new lights and a new press box.
with new levels of excitement, spirit and pride
for the Dukes."
Board members signed off on the project on
Funds for the expansion will come from priJan. 11, and now Madison awaits approval
An architectural rendering shows
vate gifu, student fees, operational revenue, ticket
from the General Assembly.
sales and other funds generated by the stadium.
Bridgeforth Stadium has served the JMU faith- Phase 1 of the proposed expansion of
ful very well for a number of years, according to JMU's Bridgeforth Stadium.
Construction is scheduled to begin in 2009,
athletics director Jeff Bourne. As the university continues to evolve, with the majority of the project work taking place during off-seaaddicional capacity "will be necessary not only to meet the needs of the sons. The expansion is set for completion prior to the 2011 season.
football program," Bourne says, "but also to accommodate larger com- Football season ticket and student searing accommodations will be
maintained throughout the course of the expansion. For informamencement crowds and other special events."
The stadium expansion is one component of the University Mas- rion on how to get involved in any JMU athletics facility expansion,
rer Plan and the Athletics and Recreational Master Plan. Other proj- please contact}. Bart, director of major gifu, at (540) 568-3271. ffi
ecrs include the Performing Arts Center, renovation of Rockingham
Learn more at www.jm usports.com

T

*
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1

Coach voled
slate Coach
of the Year

Soccer's Dave Lombardo
gets triple nod

W

omen's soccer coach Dave
Lombardo was selected
2007 Virginia Coach of
the Year in voting conducted among
members of the Virginia Spores Information Directors Association. Lombardo ledJMU to a 17-5- 1 record
and an at-large berth in the NCAA
Tou rnament, where the Dukes
advanced to the second round. T he
17 wins were a school record and the
most among Division I teams in Virginia in 2007. Lombardo, who has
won Coach of the Year honors three
times, also guided che Dukes to a
school-record 15 regular-season wins
and a record 12 home wins, despite
losing the first-string goalkeeper in
the second game of che season and
the second-sering goalkeeper in the Soccer coach Dave Lombardo has led the Dukes
first week of October.
ffl to eight NCAA tournament appearances.
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Soccer Buzz
honors five
Standouts named to AllAmerica and all-region teams

S

occer Buzz, a Web site chat posts
weekly national and regional soccer
polls, named five JMU women's soccer players to All-America or all-region postseason teams.
Forward Cate Tisinger was named to the
Freshman All-America third team, and she
and midfielder Teresa Rynier were selected
co the Freshman All-Mid-Aclancic Region
Team. Tisinger led che Dukes in points (28)
and was second in goals (9) and assists (1 O) in
2007. Ryn ier led JMU in assists with 11 and
ranked third on the team in points with 19.
Senior forward Annie Lowry, redshirc
sophomore d efender Caitlin Walko and
junior midfielder Kimmy Germain earned
All-Mid-Aclantic Region honors. Lowry was
named to the first team, Walko to che second
team and Germain to che third team.
Lowry was JMU's top goal-scorer (10) and
ranked first on the team in game-winners (5) .
She finished her career ranked sixth all-time
ffl
acJMU in goals (28) and points (74).
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Sporlinga
new look
Student-athletes earn
first -ever letter jackets
BY TERESA GARBEE ('08)

T

he university began a
new tradition in athletics on Jan . 14 , as the
first-ever varsity letter jackets
were presented to student athletes. " It is rea ll y something
we have talked about over the
years, and we wanted to give
the student-athletes something that would last the test
of time," says JMU Athletics Director Jeff Bourne.
Bourne hosted a presentation ceremony with President Linwood H. Ro s,e, who emphasized the importance, recognition
and sense of pride that comes with receiving a letter jacket. Rose
en co uraged the student-athletes to wear the jackets with the

pride that rep resents how they
feel about JMU, their sport and
their accomplishments .
The first varsity letter jacket
was unvei l ed and giv en to
Melanie Schaffer, a memb er
of the women's soccer team
and president of the StudentAthlete Advisory Council. She
told fe llow student-athletes,
"These letter jackets represent
the blood, sweat and tears we
all have put in to our resp ective sports and these jackets let
us proudly fly the purple and
go ld for all to see. "
Any st udent athlete who
currently attends JMU and has
lettered in a sport is eligible to
receive a jacket. Each athlete's
name is stitch ed inside one pocket, and a chenille letter "M" is
stitched on the front . "We think the jackets are a great product
that we can offer consistently and really set the stage for some
things to come," says Bourne. 'Tm so excited to see the kids out
wearing them and being proud of them."
ffi

Virginia Sports Hall of
Fame taps Jaynes
Former JMU women's basketball coach Betty
Jaynes will be inducted into the Virginia Sports
Hall of Fame on April 26. The Covington,
Ga., native came to Madison College in 1968
to teach physical education. She served as
women's basketball coach from 1970 to 1982,
amassing a 142-114 record. Jaynes founded
the Women's Basketball Coaches Association,
which she served as executive director and CEO
during her 19-year tenure. In addition to being in
the Women's Basketball Hall of Fame, she's also
in the National Association of Collegiate Directors and Georgia sports halls of fame.

Women's basketball coach Betty Jaynes
(front row, far right) with her 1973-74 squad,
which finished the season 17-3.
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Avocado
BY LAURIE KuTcHINS

Awe
begins in
the avocado when
it's soft but not overly
overtly soft, soft green but not
bruised or brown ah that kind
of avocado selling five for a dollar
in the corner markets in San
Francisco San Diego pesos
for avocados in Mexico and south
south a soft voice singing
from a yellow window
a bird a girl her avocado lull
her sweetness kept safely avocado
in cough unscented skin oh
the avocado's love is an oval
seed afloat in a rich green boat
and a cello a yellow avocado cello
with its low o sound like skin couched
in favor of skin yes there should be
ah in the beginning and
oh in the end - full round sounds
the off-centered oddity of the pit
encasing the slippery truth of sprout
and between the end and the beginning
there's guacamole - a whole life
a dance tossed loosely in a gold bowl
and a daughter's name in the most
palatable avocado Ah-va
bird and life and an ode
an occarina to echo the bold
avocado cello.
Occarina cello and voice
a three-tiered cord - birth cord
brown unseen seed green flesh
a daughter's strong song.
What's in an avocado? -Ah!
the vocation
the vocalization of
awe!

······················· ··· ·· ··· ····· ················· ···· ······· ·· ························ ··· ·················································
About the Poet: English professor Laurie Kutchins published a book of poems , Slope of the Child Everlasting, through BOA
Editions Ltd. in 2007. She has published two previous books of poems: Between Towns, recipient of the Texas Tech University
Press First Book Award, and The Night Path, recipient of the inaugural Isabella Gardner Poetry Award from BOA Editions Ltd. ,
and a Pulitzer Prize nomination. Her poems and nonfiction prose have appeared widely in journals, including The New Yorker,
The Georgia Review, The Kenyon Review, Poetry, Orion, The Southern Review, LIT, Southerly and West Branch. Kutchin s teaches a
variety of co urses on poetry writing, poetic craft and creativity, women poets and art as medicine. "Avocado came from an in-class
writi ng exercise, called a 'sensuous descent inro a word, ' adapted from an exercise by Tucki Begley," says Kutchins.
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~\assador's
vessels

Ceramics professor shares
traditional Korean onggis

Art professor Sukjin C hoi is bringing the world of
Korean ceramics to JMU art students and the local
communi ty. T he Seoul, Korea, native says that she
loves "to introduce American artists, especially students, to my style of onggis" - traditional Korean
storage jars.
C hoi , who teaches three ceramics classes, displayed her latest works at the Franklin Street Gallery in Harrisonburg from Nov. 2 to Dec. 17. The
exhibit featured nearly 30 ceramic pots in light and
dark hues of blue, brown, green and white. C hoi
uses a 12th-century Korean traditional inlay as a surface technique of her onggis. She carves lines on the
outside of the pots, fills them with liquid clay and
scrapes the pieces into smooth unified pieces. T he
curved lines of onggi drew C hoi to the medium. "I
love to draw curved lines. It's a movement; it's my
language, and I love to share it," she says.
Choi will discuss her onggi, sculpture and drawings on March 13 at Duke Hall, Room 240, at 7
p.m., as part of the College of Visual and Performffl
ing Arts Faculty Lecture Series.
About the Artist: Art professor Sukjin Choi started
teaching ceramic courses at Madison last fall after earning an
M .F.A. in ceramics from Cranbrook Academy ofArt. She has
created ceramics for more than 20 years, and she earned bachelor's and master's degrees from the Ewha Womans University
in Seoul, Korea.
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[John Noftsinger]

Growing Madison's research connections
Students and local economy central to vice provost's research programs
ohn B. Noftsinger Jr.'s calendar has 20 meetings blocked in on
a typical week - not counting teaching or volunteer coaching. He confesses chat while en route to a meeting scheduled
for Dec. 23, 2005, "A part of me thought, 'Why?"'
Yet, in hindsight, Nofcsinger ('85) - now vice provost
for research and public service - could not be happier for
chat holiday-season parley between representatives of JMU
and the Silicon Valley-based research nonprofit SRI. That
day, "We made a presentation chat convinced SRI to seriously pursue a relationship with JMU and Harrisonburg."
The resulting center, now under construction, will create
100 local pharmaceutical research jobs.
The deal marked a high point in expanding JMU research
for chis 1985 Madison cum laude graduate. In November
2007, JMU provost Douglas Brown - who calls Noftsinger
"instrumental" in attracting SRI - named him to the newly
created vice provost position. The tide adds five new offices ro
Nofcsinger's oversight in addition to those on his watch over
nine previous years as associate vice president for academic affairs
for research and public service - bringing his total to 12.
"Under his leadership, research activity throughout the campus has
grown exponentially," says Brown. Since the mid-1990s, JMU has
emerged as one of the top research schools in Virginia - increasing
sponsored funding from $3 million in 1995 to $24.9 million in 2007.
Among Virginia universities, Noftsinger -who has brought in
more than $15 million as a sponsor or co-sponsor himself - is the
senior chief research officer, though (at 45) he is also the youngest.
What has sparked the dramatic research growth? Citing JMU
as "one of the most exciting and innovative places in the country," Nofcsinger lists its "willingness to partner," leadership stability and teaching emphasis: "Our research at Madison never
veers too far from asking, How does chis affect the students?"
His own strength, as he sees it, lies in forming connections.
When he learns of "an obscure research project on a woolly
worm" on campus, he wants to show how chat might affect che
Shenandoah Valley. Brown cites Nofcsinger as "a key player" in
promoting local economic development.
Nofcsinger calls the Virginia Research and Technology Advisory Commission, which he co-chairs, "a great platform" for
Madison, connecting university research officers with government and industry reps.
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BY CttRrs EDWARDS

His office oversees all campus grant-sponsored research, which
received more than 150 awards in fiscal year 2007 - ranging from speech therapy co hadron structure physics and from
barclefield archaeology to small-business development. His new
responsibilities include the Mine Action Information Center, and
the International Beliefs and Values Institute, among ochers.
The "push-pull " of getting acquainted with new duties and
people has meant downsizing some community activities. He's
resigned as Chamber of Commerce vice president, but continues serving on the Boy Scouts' Stonewall Jackson Area Council,
coaching youth soccer and basketball, and playing on a moscly
faculty/staff intramural championship-winning floor hockey
team, the Nooners.
Nofcsinger auc.h ored a 2007 textbook with JMU's Kenneth
Newbold and Jack K. Wheeler, Understanding Homeland Security: Policy, Perspectives and Paradoxes, and gave a presentation
chat year at the Oxford Round Table held at the University of
Oxford. He has supervised the JMU Institute for Infrastructure
and Information Assurance since its founding in 2002, and led in
creating IIIA's new information analysis B.A. degree program.
As an undergraduate political science and public administration major and business administration minor, the Roanoke
native served as a hall director and became the first student
seated on che JMU Board of Visitors. He calls chose experiences
"transformational" in sparking his higher-education career, naming administrators Barbara Castello Henry and Jerry Benson ,
then-President Ronald Carrier and Brown as mentors.
Next, Nofcsinger spent just four years off-campus, earning
a master's at Ohio Scace and a doctorate at the University of
Virginia, and working at Maryland's Frostburg University and
Ohio Scare. He returned in 1989 for nearly two decades in JMU
administration as well as teaching in the College of Integrated
Science and Technology and rhe College of Education.
The oldest of che Nofcsinger's three sons, Joshua Shaheen,
is a Madison freshman. 'Tm in couch with many other alums
- especially as their children approach college age," Nofcsinger
adds with a smile. His wife, Lucinda, is a 1996 JMU alumna.
He understands their interest. With che campus of his youth
now "a wonderful and distant memory," he explains, "One
thing has been consistent: We all feel like we're a pare of something special."
m
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The professors) studen
and alumni who shine in
Madison)s constellation

Research activity has
grown exponentially
under vice provost John
B. Noftsinger Jr. He
cites JMU's "willingness
to partner," leadership
stability and student
emphasis for building
partnerships like the one
with research nonprofit
SRI, which is building a
local center that will create 100 local pharmaceutical research jobs.
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BRIGHTLIGHTS

[Alexander Leidholdt]

Southern press historian
BY KATIE HUDSON

'

('10)

haven't had a day where
I didn't write," says Alexander Leidholdt.
The professor of media
arcs and design has completed biographies of two
Pulitzer Prize winning newspaper editors as well as a biography
on a major female journalist. "I
have always been tremendously
interested in Southern journalism, specifically the first half of
the 20th century," he says.
Leidholdt' s first book, Before

Chamber's rime. It was not co incidental
char Leidholdc would next focus on Louis
Jaffe, the 1920s Virginian-Pilot editor who
led an anti-lynching campaign. "I grew up
in Norfolk and went to school there, so I
have always had an interest in the area," says
Leidholdc. Published in 2002,

Editor for Justice: The Life ofLouis
l Jaffe proved co be even a little
more of a struggle for Leidholdc
co complete than his previous
book. "Since Jaffe was from che
'20s, a lot of people whom I
could have used for research for
chis book were no longer alive,"
says Leidholdc. Having co go
through another two years of
res earch, Leidholdc was given
a grant of more than $10,000
from various departments at
Purdue University (where he was
a professor of communications
from 1994 co 2001).
After writing the two books,
Leidholdc and his wife moved
back co the Norfolk area. After
ea rning a Ph.D . from Old
Dominion University and working for Academic Television
Services, one of his close friends
and a JMU alumna insisted chat
Leidholdt and his wife come co
her alma mater co teach.
Leidholdt recently finished his
third book, Battling Nell: The

the Shouting Mob: Lenoir Chambers and Virginia sMassive Resistance to Public-School Integration,

was published in 1997. The biography focuses on Lenoir Chambers, who was a former editor of
Norfolk's Virginian-Pilot.
Chambers was pare of a fiveyear editorial campaign opposing
Virginia's res istance to school
integration when in 1958 almost
10,000 students were kept from
attending Norfo lk's secondary schools. Gov. J. Lindsay
Almond refused co accept the
Brown v. Board of Education's
Life ofSouthern journalist Cornerequired integration and ordered
lia Battle Lewis, who is arguably
that three city school systems be
the South's most accomplished
closed. Chambers then cook it Media arts and design professor Alexander Leidholdt has comprogressive female journalise.
upon himself co use his edito- pleted a third biography about Southern journalists. His newest
Leidholdt focused on her life
book focuses on Cornelia Battle Lewis, arguably the South's most
rial position co urge the peaceful accomplished progressive female journalist.
from the 1920s co the 1950s. "I
implementation of integration.
traveled throughout the South
"I know a lot of people have never heard and worked created a substantial amount of for research, and it cook about six years. Now
of Chambers, and that's one reason why I work for Leidholdc, who says "I spent two it's just going through the process of revision
chose co write this book. He lived such a years just doing the research for chis book. "
so it can be published," Leidholdc says.
remarkably interesting life," says Leidholdc.
Along with the three books, Leidholdc still
The book received fantastic reviews,
Chambers' work at the newspaper even- and American Journalism editors called his finds time co write scholarly journals and
tually lead co the 1960 Pulitzer Prize for account of Chambers, "A model for other teach more than 300 students. Yee, when
Editorial Writing for his series of editorials historians of press performance in ocher asked about his impressive achievements and
on desegregation and the school integration civil rights battlegrounds. Such community how he manages it all, he keeps it humble.
problem in Virginia.
studies are badly needed."
"All the professors here and at other schools
The historically important and politically
For his next biographical book, Leidholdc do work outside the classroom. I am no difcharged climate in which Chambers lived has decided co travel back 30 years before ferent from any ocher faculty member. " ffl

'I have always been tremendously interested in Southern journalism,
specifically the first half of the 20th century.'
-

ALEXANDER LEIDHOLDT
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BRIGHTLIGHTS

[Amy Macaleer]

2007 Milken Educator
BY KATIE HUDSON

('10)

magine Battlefield High School
mathematics teacher Arny Macaleer's
('O 1) surprise when she was awarded
a prestigious national Milken Educator Award along with a $25,000
check at a recent school assembly.
Only two Virginia teachers received this
award for the 2007-08 school year.
Milken Educator Award senior vice president Jane Foley and Virginia superintendent
of public instruction Billy K. Cannaday Jr.
presented Macaleer with the award.
Milken Family Foundation education
awa rds provide public recognition and
financial rewards to teaching professionals
who are furthering excellence in education.
'The first time, and every time after, that a
student thanks you for something that you

have done for them, it makes a world of difference," says Macaleer. "Just to know that
you helped out one student makes the time
and effort that you need to put into the job
completely worth ir."
A math major and secondary education
minor, Macaleer teaches geometry, algebra
and advanced-placement calculus at Battlefield High School in Haymarket. It is her
students' performances on the AP calculus
test that most clearly brings to light Macaleer's teaching success. Her students scored
an average of four out of five, compared
to the national average of 3.73. "My class
is fast paced. My students tell me chat they
think the class is hard, but they are learning a lot and enjoy it," says Macaleer, who
enjoys building creative lessons. "I like to

make class interesting and get students'
attention, " she says. "We play Bingo, Jeopardy and Pictionary from time to time."
Macaleer is the 27th Virginia teacher recognized with the distinguished Milken Educator Award and the third JMU graduate to
earn the honor. Alex Carter ('94) and Phil
Bigler ('74, '76M) also received the award.
The Milken Foundation has bestowed more
than $725,000 upon Virginia teachers over
the last nine years.
Macaleer plans to put her large reward
toward tuition while she pursues a doctorate degree. "I would like to teach at the college level in the future," she says, "and work
with future math teachers. It's an honor to
win this award. There are many great teachers at my school and in the country. W e do
not always get a big recognition for the little
things we do every day. It's nice to know
that we' re appreciated."
m

'The first time, and every time after, that a student thanks you for
something that you have done for them, it makes a world of difference.
Just to know that you helped out one student makes the time and
effort that you need to put into the job completely worth it.'
-
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AMY MACALEER ('01)
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Pat ('92) and Emmitt Smith 'pay it
forward' to help disadvantaged youth
BY HALI CHI E T ('0 7)

I

lBeautifUL cHaritY

[,

I

JMU welcomed Patricia Southall Smith ('92) with open arms in
1988 and gave her a chance to pursue her dreams. Now almost
20 years later, Smith is helping others to fulfill their dreams.
Smith is married to former pro football star Emmitt Smith
and plays an active role in the Pat and Emmitt Smith Charities, which supports academic, physical and cultural opportunities for disadvantaged children across the country.
"We focus on providing opportunities for disadvantaged
youth," Smith says. "We are really interested in giving them exposure to things they wouldn't otherwise have exposure to, whether
it's in education, the arts, technology - it's just wide open."
Last year, Pat and Emmitt sent a group of children to visit the
New York Stock Exchange. "This one child always had the desire
to bring friends to the N.Y. Srock Exchange, and since the Sept.
11 tragedy there just were not a lot of tours because of security
reasons," Smith explains. "Fortunately, Emmitt was able to call
on a resource and make the trip happen for these children."
Shortly after Emmitt's appearance on ABC's Dancing with the
Stars, the couple hosted a fundraiser in Dallas. "Basically, it was
our charity's kickoff," explains Pat. "Although the charity had
been around for a while, last year Emmitt changed the name to
the Pat and Emmitt Smith Charities, which meant a lot to me."
The Smiths auctioned off a dinner with Emmitt and Cheryl
Burke, Emmitt's dancing partner from the TV show. "That
auction brought in $100,000 and, along with other donations,
the night turned out to be a huge success," says Smith. "It was
amazing that in one night we raised over $100,000. I feel that it
is so important to use your celebrity to do good for people - in
this case, to benefit kids. It's a blessing."
Her passion to help ochers extends beyond their charity. For
the past 10 years, Smith has been involved with The Family
Place, a transitional housing facility for battered women and
children in Dallas. "I have a heart for women who have been
battered, because I've had experiences in my past that unfortunately have put me in that membership of people."
Smith is also passionate in the fight for a cure for breast
cancer, which struck close to home during h er freshman year.
Within her first month at school, Smith found out that her
mother had breast cancer. "My mom's dream and goal was
ro see me graduate, and fortunately she did before she passed
away." Smith's desire to get more involved in the fight for the
cure may soon come to fruition. The Susan B. Komen Foundation recently asked her to be an ambassador. "I am honored that

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol31/iss2/1
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I was asked, and I'm definitely interested."
Besides philanthropic work, Smith is currently working
toward hosting a regional TV show. She brings a wealth of experience in front of the camera; she has appeared on shows like
Beverly Hills 90210, The Wayans Brothers and Sunset Beach.
Smith also spent time in the spotlight as runner-up in the
1993 Miss USA Pageant and was the first-ever African-American Miss Virginia, USA. "It was really special to finally break
that barrier and, hopefully, inspire other African-American
women to go out and try pageants." Smith looks back on her
pageant experience as a chance to grow. "A lot of it's about your
intellect - how you speak and carry yourself - and it's also
about fitness and wellness, so I had a chance to really focus and
hone in on these things ... . My current agent found me during
the Miss USA Pageant. Being in Miss USA literally launched
my broadcasting and acting career."
Smith's asp irations to help and inspire others may soon
extend to the Madison community. She has been working to
establish a scholarship fund for prospective students, specifically
for those who live in her native Tidewater area. "My four years
at JMU were some of the best years of my life, and I want to see
others have that experience."
Smith made the most of her Madison Experience. She was
involved with the Student Government Association her freshman year and served as SGA president her senior year. "JMU
provided a nurturing environment that really gave me the
chance to grow as a leader," she says. Smith was a member of
the Delta Sigma Theta sorority and was Miss Madison her
junior year. She looks back fondly on her college years in what
she remembers as an "intimate and warm" community. "It was
a really special time for me that I'll never forget. I felt like there
was nothing I could not conquer or achieve."
Currently, Smith is focused on her family life, raising four children whose ages range from 3 to 11. "God has put me in a place
to be a supportive wife and mom, but I'm also able to help in our
charitable efforts and do some work every now and then."
Life is a juggling act, yet Smith balances it all. "I try to make
sure I take time for myself every now and then. Of course my
faith helps keep me grounded, and I'm focused on what's important so that I don't get caught up in a lot of other things ... . I
have to say that, overall, my goal is to touch people in a unique
and special way. That may come through in a ministry, in hostffi
ing a TV show - I'm open to whatever comes my way."
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'JMU provided a nurturing environment that
really gave me the chance to grow as a leader.'
- PAT S0UTH ALL

Dallas Cowboys running back
Emmitt Smith greets his wife
Pat ('92) on the sideline after
breaking the NFL all-time
career rushing record in 2002.

SMITH ('9 2 )

PAT SMITH
p
EMMITT B PHOTOGRAPH BY ROBERT E. KLEIN/A ;
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Excerpts from ]MU 1 s centennial
book chronicle the efforts of ]MU
President Ronald E. Carrier
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UNIVERSITY ERA

((Uncle Ron)) takes Madison to a university and beyond

In 1970, Madison College was the largest
teachers college in the state, and although
it was fully coeducational, it was still
thought of as a women's college. le was

27 years, would shape the institution
into a respected regional university.
To coincide with Madison's centennial and to share the story of the uni-

a perception that would soon change.

versicy' s histo ry, JMU has published

When Ronald E. Carrier came co Har-

Madison Century, a commemorative cof-

risonburg as the college's fourth presi-

fee cable book written by Martha Bell

dent, he brought two fundamental beliefs

Graham . This excerpt from the book

co che Madison campus in 1971 -
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chronicl es JMU president, Ronald E .

promise of education and confidence in

Carrier, affectionately known by stu-
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ALL ABOUT THE STUDENTS

Godwin Hall opened in 1972 and became the focal point for
athletics. It was followed in 1975 by Madison (now Bridgeforth)
on Carrier believed students should be the focus
of the school. As an economist, he understood on Stadium, which sported the first AstroTurf football field at a
a very basic level chat a college offers a commodity Virginia school. It would be nicknamed "Ron's Rug."
More residence halls went up. Eagle in 1970 and Chandler
tudents should want to consume. To chis end, Carrier believed the traditional college experience, the one he had in 1974 completed the men's area of the campus overlooking
known as a student at East Tennessee State University, could Newman Lake . These were followed by new residence halls on
be the model. And he believed athletics could be one catalyst the opposite side of the lake, housing the growing numbers of
to transform the college known for teaching women into a fullfraternities and sororities.
blown coeducational college.
In the center of campus, a new student building, the Warren
With history as proof, President Carrier was right. Building Campus Center (now Warren Hall), opened in 1971 and was folon a long tradition of women's sports and a successful men's soc- lowed by Grafton-Stovall Theatre, anchoring student activities in
cer team, he ramped up athletics programs, starting with track,
the heart of the campus and tying the traditional Bluestone area
and then football. In the early to mid-l 970s, while much of the
to the newer Back Campus.
nation was focused on war and brewing
Washington scandals, Madison College
was beginning to appear on the radar.
The school's upstart new president
started a football team. What was he
chinking? In what might be considered a
brazen attempt to recruit men, the football program - the one collegiate sport
without a fema le counterpart - yelled
a welcome to male applicants that many
heard loud and clear. Applications began
to rise. Enrollment of men began to rise.
At the same time, the perception of
Madison College as a women's teachers
Name:
college was fading into history. This was
Madison College;
a new school with a new president, a new
James Madison
college with a new persona.
University
(1977)
Despite a winless first season in 1972,
Tenure:
Madison College's bold, audacious foot1971-1998
ball program had people talking. There
Enrollment:
was a lot of buzz about Madison.
4,500 to 14.400
Reflected in new athletics opportunities, Madison College was changing all
over. Courses of pre-professional programs were developed. A nursing program began in 1980. Business programs,
once scattered over campus, were consolidated under one ColAn avid fan of JMU sports, President Ron Carrier takes infield
practice with the Madison Baseball team. In 1983, the Dukes
lege of Business that quickly gained a national reputation.
played in the College World Series, the only time - then and now
Social restrictions were dropped in favor of the students'
- that a Virginia school has advanced to the series.
ability to manage themselves. New Panhellenic programs and
ROTC came to Madison - programs many other colleges
Academics for a new university
nationwide were dropping. The results were impressive.
Although growth and athletics were the most visible changes durIn 1974, Madison College was the fastest growing four-year
ing the early years of the Carrier administration, they were not the
residential college in Virginia and becoming one of the most most substantive. Early in the Carrier years, academic divisions
popular schools in Virginia, if not the most popular. By the were realigned into schools, foreshadowing the colleges on which
1980s, JMU eclipsed the University of Virginia and William and a university would grow. Along with the student body, the acaMary in freshmen applications, increasing 6.5 percent annually.
demic landscape of the school was also expanding.
And by 1995, male enrollment would hit 45 percent, up from
President Carrier had a fundamental and personal understand30 percent in 1971.
ing of the opportunities higher education provided. As one of 11
To accommodate enrollment that nearly doubled during his
children growing up in Bluff City, Tenn., he had long looked at
first six years, Carrier continued building, just as his predeceseducation as the means to lifelong opportunity.
sors had done. The Back Campus, purchased and started by
As the president talked to students and faculty, he clea rly
President Miller, was opportunity waiting to happen.
understood Madison College's ability to provide opportunities on
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I
I
An aerial view of campus shows the traditional Quad and in the background the new
Convo and future site of the campus across Interstate 81 that both visually and geographically signaled an expansion of the university's mission. Right: The groundbreaking
of Carrier Library was held in November 1979. Wielding shovels are (1- r) board of visitors
member Nellie Lantz Long ('49), university librarian Mary Haban with President Carrier.

James
~m~ maa1son
~w ~ un1vers1ty

a broad scale. And he listened. He said frequendy
that college administrators
and faculty should listen
to students because "they
might be right. " A magazine would later describe
Madison as a place where
"the student is king."
M any students spe n t
evenings at Hillcrest discussing ideas with the young president
over Reuben sandwiches. His accessibility and camaraderie with
students led students to nickname him "Uncle Ron."
When Carrier assumed the presidency in 197 1, the college
awarded only three graduate degrees: M asters of Arts and Science in Educatio n and a Master of Science in Biology. During
the Carrier administration, the graduate school grew exponentially to include graduate programs in art, music, and special
education. In 1994, JMU introduced the first doctoral program,
a Doctor of Psychology degree.
Despite the important grow th in graduate programs, a fun damental emphasis on undergraduate education remained and,
aligned with graduate programs, led to a new emphasis on undergraduate research opportunities for students.
Supporting the widening academic programs, the library was
enlarged in 1971, 1982 and 1995 . T he expansions m ore than
doubled its original size. In 1984, the library was named Carrier
Library to honor the president and his wife, Edith.
Carrier had come to M adison wi th a vision for making it the
best regional institutio n on the East Coast. Ir was a visio n fo r a
university, though no o ne, not even Ron Carrier, initially saw
this as the school's direction. Soo n tho ugh , it would beco me

Published by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2008
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a given. With greatly expanded academic opportunities and
departments realigned like colleges, M adison College, for all
intents and purposes, was a university. Ir was time for truth in
advertising, as the economist Carrier might have said. M adison
C ollege needed a new name.
So in 1977, by decree of the Virginia General Assembly, M adison C ollege became James Madison University. Students, alumni
and faculty all favored the name change bur, interestingly, those
most in favor of the change were the oldest alumni. They understood that the State N ormal School, H arrisonburg Teachers College
and Madison College had become a university. Now it was official.
Becoming a university was tantamount to releasing a swarm of bees.
The fast-growing M adison College, now JMU, burst onto the educational scene. T hroughour the 1970s while the nation languished

Gov. Mills Godwin signed the bill declaring Madison College to
be James Madison University on March 22, 1977. Sitting next to
Mills is Althea Loose Johnston, a member of the school's first
faculty. Also (1-r) are board members Robert L. Dolbeare, J. Leonard Mauck, Francis Bell Jr., James B. Spurlock Jr., Nellie Long

('49), Carrier and Inez G. Roop ('35).
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in political misdeeds and suffered selfdoubt, enthusiasm was mounting in
Harrisonburg. In 1977, it exploded.
Timing, as it had so often before the
history of the school, favored JMU.
It didn't hurt any that JMU was
seeing other unexpected successes
in athletics. In the early 1980s, the
men's basketball teams made appearances in the national NCAA playoffs
three years in a row - defeating
well-known and longtime basketball
powers in the first round each year.
The 1982 football team made a
statement that reverberated across the
state by defeating the University
of Virginia. The 1983 JMU baseball team became the only Virginia team ever to qualify for the
College World Series.
In 1994, the women 's field
hockey team became national
champions, JMU's first national
championship.
When the Convocation Center opened across Interstate 81,
Dukes' basketball became a regular pastime for locals as well as
students, whose "Electric Zoo "
regularly packed the stands. The Convo also provided the communiry with the area's first large events venue, one that was used
for events ranging from concerts by major country music and rock
stars, to antique shows to local high-school graduations.
The faculty, emboldened now as members of a university,
accomplished exciting things, all while teaching students imbued
with the same enthusiasm. Throughout the Carrier years, teaching had been a priority. Faculty members led in their fields.
The mission of the university grew along with the student body
and the campus. As teacher education had expanded with the
development of a full liberal arts curriculum and graduate programs at mid-century, the last quarter would add training for the
workplace, undergraduate research opportunities for students and
professors as well as broad foundational studies across the curriculum with a new program of general education.

Top: The Marching Royal
Dukes perform in 1979. Left:
Streamers hit the Convo
floor compliments of the
Electric Zoo's rowdy and
enthusiastic Dukes' fans.
Below: Like Wilson Hall, the
Integrated Science and Technology building, erected in
1997, has become a campus
signature image.

Exploding the 'box'
Carrier's clearest eye was always focused on the future. While
some presidents might have rested on the major accomplishments
of a successful 20-year career, Carrier didn't. He knew he had to
get the university ready for the future that was coming at him
fast. "My biggest fear is that the
future will get here before I'm
ready," he once said.
Following a leave of absence
in 1986 to serve as president of
the Center for Innovative Technology in Northern Virginia,
Carrier returned to campus with

'My biggest
fear is that the
future will get
here before
I'm ready.'
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Left: Carrier reviews plans
for the Edith J. Carrier
Arboretum with board rector Charles Wampler and
future director Norlyn Bodkin. The arboretum opened
in 1989. Right: Debuting in
1977, JMU Dinner Theatre
included memorable culinary fare prepared by JMU
Dining Services and dramatic student and professor performances. Bottom
left: Late '80s pick-up basketball games and students
vs. administrators tournaments like this one with
Carrier and men's basketball coach Charles "Lefty"
Driesel! were popular.

Above: At Madison College's first football game in October 1972,
President Ron Carrier and Vice President Ray V. Sonner sit in
folding chairs and watch from the sidelines. Below: Carrier bonds
with "Bunker," aka Duke I, at a men's basketball game. The Dukes
owe their mascot's name to President Sam Duke and the first
men's basketball team.

First Lady
Edith Carrier
and President
Carrier slice a
JMU "birthday
cake" at the
university's
75th anniversary celebration in 1983.
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CHANGESfrom
COEDUCATION
"Build it and They Will Come..."
might well be the motto for
Shorts Hall.
When Shorts - the first residence hall on campus for men
- opened in 1968, two years
after Madison College became
coeducational, male enrollment, which had stagnated
at about 10 percent for two
decades, jumped to 18 percent.
The following year it rose to
21 percent and by 1970, when
Ron Carrier arrived, one quarter of the students were men.
By the mid-1980s, men would
make up almost half of the
student population.
Men had always been a part
of the school, even when it
was the Normal, Harrisonburg
Teacher's College and Madison College. Their presence
was felt gradually throughout
the century.
Coeducation, however,
changed everything. Not only
did it mean that men could
attend Madison College as
full-time regular students, but
no longer were they limited
to pursue only education
degrees. They cou ld study in
any field from art to zoology.
The result was expansion
of academic opportunities for
both men and women.
But coed ucation meant far
more than just men on campus and new opportunities.
It generated a new attitude.
Madison College was a new
college and students knew it.
Professors knew it. The new
president knew it.
When Carrier came to
Madison in 1971, he recognized
the need to prepare students
for th e workplace. The era of
pursuing college for purely
intellectual or social reasons
- a preoccupation that had

lingered throughout higher
education for centuries - was
gone. Even though the attitude
was never prevalent at Madison - a college serious about
training teachers - its singular
mission had been equally limiting. College, once the bastion
of the elite, had become avail - .
able to all students.
Ironically, the college's first
president, Julian Burruss, had
envisioned the need for such
a change.
"To meet these demands of
the new education it is obvious that the work of the Normal School can no longer be
confined to theory and books,
but must see its material in
real things, in nature, in the
practical activities of industry
and commerce, in the business, civic and social interest
of life," Burruss wrote.
Carrier agreed. The philosophy gave the newly deemed
coeducational college and
soon-to-be deemed university carte blanche to prepare
students for a diversity of
careers, as well as for life.
New emphasis on preprofessional programs and
internships provided new
opportunities for students
and also set them up to enter
the workplace or graduate
school with work-ready skills
and experience. Pre-law, prephysical therapy, pre-theology
all drew from the solid base of
scholarship already on campus
and added to it a real world
component quickly becoming
a requisite for the job market.
Carrier also expanded
graduate programs, which
grew dramatica lly during the
1970s and 1980s, adding master's programs in exceptional
education, fine arts and public

When Ron Carrier became president of Madison in 1971, one
quarter of the student body was male. By the mid-1980s, men
made up almost half of the student population.

administration, all lead ing to
new career tracks. The first
doctoral program, in psychology, would come at the end of
his tenure.
Over the first Carrier
decade, the school - where
two-thirds of the students
were pursuing degrees in
education in the early 1970s had developed a broad-based
curriculum with two-thirds of
the students studying subjects
other than education.
Changes throughout campus were deep and broad. All,
however, were grounded in a
fundament al pursuit of quality that had long been valued
by the faculty. Changes were
driven, according to Thomas
C. Stanton, vice president
of academic affairs in 1976,

the Normal School can no longer be confined
to theory and books, but must see its material in
real things, in nature, in the practical activities
of industry and commerce, in the business, civic
and social interest of life." - PRESID ENT JULIA N BURRUSS
1
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by "the quality of academic
programs," combined with the
"educational dynamics of a
diverse faculty."
Carrier also believed in students. With his firm confidence
in their potential, new programs in the performing arts
showcased student talents.
The long-running JMU Din_ner
Theatre became a popular
summer endeavor for the community. Believing that students
could think for themselves,
Carrier also turned over the
half-million dollar student
activities budget to students
and let th em run with it.
Carrier foresaw the coming technology revolution,
one that would revolutionize
communication, administration
and student life. By the early
1980s, students were required
to t ake courses in com puter
literacy. Later it would be
new curricula underneath the
umbrella of a new college, th e
College of Integrated Science
and Technology, which would
reflect both technological and
curricular evolutions. lltl
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a new vision of the university's future.
I AT wa dev loped and o n wa
Heeding the state's 1988 call for new
iced with high prai by both nati nal
and in novative approaches co education,
educational group and ca1 gov rnmenc.
Carrier proposed a new college co meet the
Beginning with cwo area f study, p yeducational needs of the future, particularly
chology and rhe new integrac d ience and
as they pertained co technology, a phenomtechnology program , I AT grew rapidly
enon evolving at warp speed. In January
into JMU 's largest college.
1992, the state sanctioned a new college
To house the new college, conscru cion
chat wo uld become JMU's new College of
bega n in 1997 with the foundation buildIntegrated Science and T echnology.
ing, che I AT/
Bui lding. Residence hall
T he development of CISAT, however,
fo ll owed , along with a major scud nt and
was among several things chat led co a clash
co nfe rence ce nter.
between President Carrier and a number of Ron Carrier's confidence in and commitW ith a new camp us a ro s Inter care 81,
facul ty members. President Miller's leader- ment to students made him a popular
Presi dent ar rier though t rhe ca m puse
ship had been challenged by the student president and highly sought-after speak- sho uld be joi ned. Des pi te the comm unity's
body. The challenge for President Carri er er off campus - especially for highco nse nsus char gett in g a new roa d built
school and coll ege comm encements.
across che inte rstate was impossib le, he d id
came from the academy.
just rha c. Appropriately named , Ca rrier Dri ve now ros es the
The primary differences were over restructuring, academic govh ighway and links th e original campus ro the I AT ca mpus.
ernance and the establishment of C ISAT, which was ques ti oned
W hen h e retired in 1998, President Ron arri er left a ca mby som e professors, moscly in the traditional sciences. After che
pus and a school quire di ffe rent fro m rhe o ne he had fi rst led in
physics major was dropped so the program could be res tructured,
197 1. In additi o n co an enrollment of more than 14,000, which
the fac ulcy gave the president a vote of "no confidence." Some
included minoriti es and intern ational stud ents, th e ca mpu had
faculty filed an unsuccessful lawsuit against the president.
40 new buildings, 100 more acres, a new college with a new ca mPresident Carrier, however, was fully supported by the university's
pus o n the other side of rh e interstate, a doctoral program and a
governing body. The Board of Visitors awarded him a 10-year conest
repu ta tio n, according co U.S. News & World Report, as the fin
tract. Students also backed the president, with the Student Governpublic
m
aster's
level
unive
rsity
in
rh
e
ouch
.
ffl
ment Association overwhelmingly passing a resolution of support.

'I Lied'
BY FRED HILTO N

('9 6M)

During his 27-year tenure,
Ronald Carrier became somethin g of a legend in political
and educational circles for his
funny stories and quick wit.
He was in high demand
as a speaker for high-school
an d college commencements
as well as for civic clubs and
other organizations around
the state. It wasn't unusual for
him to deliver three or more
speeches in the same week in
different parts of the state.
State politicians in Richmond were always glad when
Carrier appeared and lightened
up t heir often dull and ponderous proceedings. With his
persuasive Southern charm, he
talked the legislature right out
of their wallets. so to speak,
with stories of pickle making
and growing up as one of 11
children in Bluff City, Tenn.
Here is a sampling of his
stories and one-liners:
Appearing before the House

d him popular with Virginia legi slaCarrier's Southern ch.arm ~a ~ormer Gov. Charles "Chuck" Robb.
tures and governors, including
.
ask for anything again. We
Appropriations Committee
gave yo u th e f unds an d here
you are back again asking fo r
to once again ask for money.
Carrier was challenged by_
more. Can you expl ain that?"
Capital Outlay Subcommit 'th
Without a blink. Carri er
tee chair, Alson." Al" H. Sm~II ·
replied, "I lied," cracking up
th e committee and Smith.
"President Carrier, as 1 ~ec •
"I was th e 10th of 11 chilyou appeared before thisnd
dren " Carrier often expl ained.
comm1ttee last session a
said if we gave you money for
"My ~arents weren't Cath olic;
a building then, you 'd never

they were ju st enthusia stic."
Ron Carrier was proud of
the campus he built and particularly the carefully planted
and manicured grounds.
Before graduation on e year
when a woman complim ented
the campus: "You and the Lord
have done a magnifice nt job;"
Carrier replied, "You should
have seen the ca mpus when
the Lord had it by Himself."
Occa si onally, Carrier forgot
or mangled names. so his
aides learned to whisper in his
ear. Sometimes, though, they
got lost in tran slation. In 1975,
Carri er introduced a new
member of the admini stra tion
- hi s eventual successor - as
Lin Wood.
Madison's longtime physical
plant supervisor Lou Frye wa s
knee deep in wet concrete pouring footers for the new stadium.
Pushing to get the job finished
for footba ll sea son, Carrier
encouraged his supervisor to
finish. " .. .Rome wasn't built in a
day," Frye told the president.
"Lou," Carrier sa id, "I was n't
in charge." m
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BE THE CHANGE AND SERENDIPITY

Meant to be: In their efforts to Be the Change in the world,
]MU health science professor Debra Sutton, her Health 490 students,
and Alec and Amy Porter Zacaroli ('88) find serendipity in the midst
of an epidemic as they fight to save lives zn South Africa.

Saving
lives in

As she began contacting universities
Few people would speak of serendipity and the AIDS crisis in South Africa
in Eastern Cape and Western Cape
provinces in South Africa, filtering
in the same breath. After all, the South
through the responses and doing furAfrican HIV/AIDS epidemic is considered one of the most severe in the
th er research, she came across a blog
world. It is ravaging the country's
of four Johns Hopkins University stupopulation with alarmingly high races
dents who had recently been to Cape
of HIV infection, leaving hundreds
Town. "They wrote about their visit to
the Desmond Tutu HIV Centre at the
of thousands in need of antiretroviral
therapy and faced with a government
University of Cape Town, the Kidzposchat has received criticism for being
icive Family Fund and Dr. Paul Roux,"
negligent in handling the health crisis.
says Sutton. Intrigued, she investigated
Nonetheless, a JMU alumna, a prothe Web links for each.
fessor and students who are involved
Roux , director of pediatric mediBY .JAN GILLIS ('07)
in fighting the epidemic there are concine at the University of Cape Town
vinced chat serendipity can exist even in
and Groote Schuur Hospital 's pediatgrim reality and offer persuading proof
ri c HIV/AIDS service, is co-founder
chat in a quest to better the world, good
of Kidzpositive, an organization dedifortune can indeed be found seemingly
cated to improving the health of HIVpositive children in South Africa. Roux
by accident.
For JMU health science profesresponded immediately co Sutton's
sor Debra Sutton an auspicious chain
e-mail inquiry and acquainted her with
of events was set into morion in 2005
the Positive Beadwork Project, a Kidzwhen she received a phone call from an
posicive initiative. The project allows
old friend at Duquesne University. He
mothers and grandmothers who are at
was organizing his first Study Abroad
the clinic while their children are hosprogram, a visit to Cape Town, and
pitalized and treated to crafr beadwork
wanted advice from Sutton, who has
projects, which they sell. The money
organized many such programs. "I cold
the women make from these crafts pays
him co lee me know if he thought it
for transportation to and from the hoswould be a place I would be interested
pital and supports their families with
in going," Sutton remembers. When
food and housing. "In U.S. dollars,
her friend returned to the states, she
their income seems small, but it goes a
received his hearty endorsement for her
long way in improving the lives of famito plan a similar trip.
lies affected by HIV/AIDS," Sutton
Among previous Study Abroad trips
explains. J use as important, the work
Sutton had conducted were several to Trinidad and Tobago,
offers families dignity and pride, scarce luxuries in a society that
trips chat had an HIV/AIDS prevention focus. Well aware
can at times seem dominated by disease, shame and death.
chat South Africa had the highest rate of HIV/AIDS in the
Roux encouraged Sutton to include a visit to the Groote
world, she embarked on a path chat would lead to a most Schuur Hospital in Cape Town to see their work firsthand.
unexpected and welcome contact - a meeting she terms as
Learning about Roux's unique and successful charitable efforts
simple, undeniable fate.
prompted her to inves tigate further possible destinations for

South
Afri a
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PHOTOGRAPHS COURTESY OF DEBRA SUTTON AND AMY ZACAROLI ('88)
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her program. As she contin ued to line up prospects,
she found herself sitting at
the computer one night in
fall 2006. "I decided that I
would Google South Africa
AIDS charities in Virginia,"
says Sutton, explaining what
would prove to be the most
fortuitous turn of events in
her plans.
An organization known as
25:40 was at the top of her
A Hamburg, South Africa,
search resu lts. The group's
preschooler's AIDS ribbon
special focus is on South Afri- drawing.
ca's children - a staggering
1.1 million - orphaned by the HIV/
AIDS epidemic. As she investigated its
Top: Carol Baker helps Nkululeko,
Web site, she found that the organizawhom she found alone, near death
tion supported Kidzpositive, the work
with AIDS. Today he is 14 and thriving. {Left): 25:40's efforts included
she had already learned about from
building a home for Granny Jubese,
Roux. It was a sure sign to Sutton that
{second from left) with Sister Mavis
she sho uld get in touch with the nonZit a, Amy Zacaroli, Sophie Zacaroli,
profit organization's directors, Alec and
and Becky and Catherine Collins.
Amy Porter Zacaroli of Fairfax Station.
turn our backs," Zacaroli says. The
Sutton admits she wasn't prepared
for what she discovered next. When
impetus came at a time when she and
Amy Zacaroli returned her phone call
Alec were both "searching for what
she said, 'Well, you know, before we
we were really on chis Earth to do, "
talk any more, just lee me cell you chat
she explains. Coincidence? More like
inspiration from above according to
I am a JMU graduate!"
"I just knew it had to be," Sutton
Zacaroli. "We thought about it and
says, affirming her conviction of the
prayed about it," she says.
serendipito us nat ure of her p lans.
They took inspiration for their deciEqually sure chat their contact was the
sion to help South African children sur- AMY ZACAROLI ('88)
outworking of destiny, Zacaroli ('88)
vive HIV infection from Jesus' words in
says, "It was like we were meant to find each ocher. "
Matthew 25:40, "I cell you the truth, whatever you did for one
A journalism major at JMU, Zacaroli honed her writing of the lease of these brothers of mine, you did for me." They
skills at The Breeze. Then after a decade-long career as a jour- would pursue a twofold mission: help rhe children in South
nalise, she decided to stay home with her growing family. Hus- Africa gee access to healrh care and a good education, and raise
band Alec spent the first 10 years of his life in South Africa.
awareness in the United Scares about the impact that AIDS and
In early 2003, his best friend from childhood visited the Zac- poverty have on children that they consider neighbors.
arolis. His friend's wife, a documentary filmmaker, showed the
Thus, 25:40 was born.
couple a film she had made about an orphanage in Cape Town
The infant organization was piloted by a couple ready to put
chat cakes in HIV/AIDS infected children.
their compassion into action, even though it would be a jour"It was the most heart-wrenching thing to see children with ney into the unknown. On one hand, it was a voyage into the
scabs all over their faces crying to live a normal childhood.
complex and challenging world of fundraising, annual reports
They were so sick, and there was no way to treat them," Zac- and nonprofit management for which they had little, if any,
aroli remembers. Up until the early '90s, while the rest of the experience. On the other hand, it was walking a path deterworld was getting treatment for the disease, South Africa did mined by a higher power. "We just keep growing. We haven't
not al low antirecroviral drugs, known as ARVs, in the country.
really had any failures. There are no doors closing, only doors
The Zacarolis were watching images of children who would opening. So I really think for now, chis is what we're supposed
die before they reached 5 years of age.
to be doing," Zacaroli says.
The images changed the Zacarolis' lives and in time would
Their journey also led chem to the intersection with Sutprove to be the catalyse for change for hundreds who were ton's own educational efforts and plans to make a difference in
more than 7,000 miles away in South Africa. "We couldn't the world - to Be che Change.

'It was like w e
were meant to
find each other.'
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SERENDIPITY IN THE MIDST
OF AN EPIDEMIC
The contact with Amy Zacaroli cemented Sutton's
hopes for establishing a real JMU connection with chose
in South Africa fighting the epidemic. The auspicious
beginnings of Sutton's Health 490 class, HNIAIDS Prevention in South Africa, came co fru ition in May 2007
as 10 students participated in the course, seeing firsthand
the effects AIDS has had on South African communities and the efforts under way at the Desmond Tutu
HIV Centre and the Centre for the Study of AIDS at
the Universiry of Pretoria to curb the epidemic. Participants also traveled to Robben Island
and participated in a safari at one of
South Africa's wildlife preserves.
Sutton is now planning two more
trips to South Africa. In May, she
will take 12 students to the Western Cape. Then, in June, 10 more
students will travel with Sutton to
the Eastern Cape where the Zacarolis concentrate their organization 's efforts in Peddie, a vast rural
area with scattered villages. Sutton
is excited at the prospect of dovetailing her students' efforts
with chose of 25:40, which has taken a grass roots approach
co accomplishing its mission. Peddie is a place where there are
no orphanages. The clannish, family-oriented culcure of South
Africa projects a negative connotation onto the word "orphan"
since the strength of family ties has cradi cionally obligated family members, however distant, co care for their own. Bue the
devastating nature of AIDS has left gaping holes in chis culture.
le is common for volunteers co find children who are suffering
&om pneumonia, tuberculosis and ocher infections cowering in their
homes either already orphaned or with dying parents and afraid co
be seen for fear of the prejudice surrounding their condition.
To combat the stigma and effectively reach chose in need,
25:40 uses AIDS monitors in each of Peddie's 30 villages. In
most cases the monitors themselves are HIV-positive but have
found the health care they need and have been educated about
living with AIDS, preventing transmission and how co cake ARV
medication. The monitors are hired to go door-co-door in their
own villages co find chose who need help. "It's empowering the
people chat live chere," says Zacaroli of the approach.
During their 17 days in South Africa, Sutton's students will
accompany these AIDS community monitors as they walk for
miles a day looking for children who have not been brought to che
clinics and pregnant women who have not had treatment. She prepares chem beforehand: "I cell my students chat when we go out co
clinics and townships, and especially in rural villages, they will not
see very many people their age - many of chem are dead."
Indeed, a generation has virtually disappeared in South Africa
with only their orphans as a legacy. And it is a doomed legacy
unless compassion is more powerful than disease, ignorance,
prejudice and apathy. "In the United Scates, ic would cake you
a long time co find one person chat personally knows someone
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2 5:40 distributed toys donated by children from
Abiding Presence Lutheran Church in Burke, Va.,
to preschoolers in South Africa. Inset: A Keiskamma
Art Project pillow cover, sewn by an HIV-positive
woman in Hamburg learning skills to earn income.

who died of AIDS. In South Africa, everybody knows
someone who died of AIDS, and for some people, their whole
family has died of the disease," explains Sutton.
The work offers JMU students a chance co see Be the Change
in action - witnessing how the lives of chose who might otherwise be doomed by HIV can be drastically changed. As Sutton
says, "Before you think it is all gloom and doom, lee me cell
you it is not."
Pregnant women who receive ARVs cue their chances of transmitting the disease to their unborn children by 90 percent. For
the children already infected with HIV, the drugs also offer real
hope. "If children receive ARVs and are able co stay on the medication, there is every reason to believe chat they'll have a good
qualiry oflife - HIV can be a medically managed disease," Sutton explains. "In effect, it's a miracle."
Unfortunately, it's a costly miracle. "On average, an AIDS patient
in the United Scates with insurance will incur $1,200 a month outof-pockec expenses for their treatment. Philanthropists world over
and the South African government have been able co significancly
reduce the cost ofHN treatment in Africa," Sutton explains.
She's convinced chat the minimal cost in Western terms makes
a difference of global proportion. "South Africa's population has
co survive," says Sutton. She crafts her Study Abroad program ro
make sure students gee the point. The safari experience she incorporates into the students' visit co South Africa is not just a chance
ro see exotic animals up close in their natural environment; it is
also a lesson in conservation. Traveling through protected habitats,
students immediately make the connection chat South Africans are
shouldering the responsibility of preserving these natural oases of
diversity, preventing the decimation of elephants, leopards, lions
and ocher wildlife. "You'll hear students say, 'Hey, what if people
weren't here to protect these animals? They'd all be gone. My kids
would never be able co have chis experience,"' Sutton remarks.
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Equally compelling is the visit to Robben Island, where Nelson
Mandela spent almost 27 years in the maximum security prison.
Today former guards and prisoners live there together, showing
solidarity against the destructive ideology of the past and exemplifying the hope that exists after apartheid. "They have decided to
make it work," says Sutton, "that if the terrible hostility against
each other continues, then nothing has changed. They want to
show not only their fellow South Africans, but also the world, that
something good came out of something bad." The lesson is not lost
on students who regularly mention their visit to the island as one of
the most powerful learning experiences of their Study Abroad trip.
In fact, the ability of South Africans to forge a new spirit
of conciliation and Be the Change for their troubled nation is
a source of inspiration to all those who witness it. Zacaroli has
become devoted to her South African neighbors: "The people
there are so amazing. Even though their problems are life threatening, they are full of joy, hope and outward love for others."
So what do Sutton and Zacaroli hope for those who avail
themselves of the opportunities to help South Africa?
Zacaroli is thoroughly convinced that reward and fulfillment

come from connection with other people, not possessions or
tides. "They really appreciate us. Everyone is saying 'thank you'
all the time. They take time to be with you, and that is a really,
really rewarding personal connection," she explains. Perhaps
most telling of her own Be the Change spirit, is that she is not
proprietary about channeling charitable action to 25:40. "We
want to help the children in South Africa but also [want] to
open hearts here. People have talents, passion and energy; and
we want people to find the gift they have and channel that into
something good. It may not be 25:40 or kids in South Africa,
but everyone has a gift and opportunity for something. Each of
us must follow our heart."
Sutton wants her students to understand a profound lesson as
well. "Everything is connected. That's a lesson I've been fortunate
to know for many, many years; and one I want my students to
learn," she says. So Sutton makes sure that each student preparing
to go on their Study Abroad trip to South Africa hears the story of
her meeting Zacaroli. Both women are convinced that the chance
to change the world can come from a seemingly random occur'!ITT
rence, a serendipity of destiny and human goodness.

Health490Embodyin9 Be
the Change
BY WHITNEY GEE ( ' 09)

Debra Sutton's students
kept journals during their
Study Abroad experience
in South Africa. Below are
excerpts from nursing major
Whitney Gee's journal:
May 6: Departed Dulles International Airport for Cape Town,
South Africa, with no idea of
what to expect for the next two
weeks. When we landed, I could
not get over the colors, the
cleanliness and hospitality.
May 8: We visited Robben
Island where Nelson Mandela
was imprisoned. The speaker had
been imprisoned with Mandela
for many years. It is amazing that
he and others were able to survive. When they were released,
these prisoners responded with
forgiveness and reconciliation truly amazing. Back at the waterfront, we visited the African Cate
and practically ate our weight in
food. Then we enjoyed a performance of singing and dancing,
mesmerized by the performers'
flowing skirts, quick rhythmic
moves and painted faces.

Front (1-r): Students in the May 2007 Health 490 class, HIV/
AIDS Prevention in South Africa are Molly Mueller, Ashleigh Oliver, Jessica Hill, Julialyn Deos and Liz Nelson. Back (1-r): Jenness
Kocsis, Hilary Pauli, Whitney Gee, Rachel Clark and Julie Fry.
May 9 : We toured the Groote
Schuur Hospital and the Desmond Tutu HIV Centre. It was
heartbreaking to see the sick
children on the ward. By 2020,
more people wi ll die of AIDS
than are born in South Africa.
May 10: The group visited the
Beautiful Gate orphanage and
played with the children. Of the
45 orphans, 42 were infected
with HIV. The statistics for HIVinfected children in South Africa
are shocking: five children die
per night, 50 percent die by the
age of 1, and 75 percent die by
the age of 18 months.
May 11: We met with peer
educators at the University of
the Western Cape to see how
they communicate their HIV-prevention programs to the com-
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munity. Later, we rode a cable
car to the top of Table Mountain.
No picture could capture this
moment, and no word could
describe how I felt as I peered
out over the side of the mountain looking at the water.
May 12: Today we enjoyed
an excursion to the Cape of
Good Hope and saw where the
Atlantic Ocean meets the Indian
Ocean. Again, the views are
indescribable - I know I keep
saying that, but I truly mean it.
Later, Julie and I went to St.
Mary's Cathedral and attended
mass. Crazy enough, halfway
around the world the same
songs are sung and prayers
offered as those at my church
back in Virginia. It made the
world seem very small!

May 13: While touring Cape
Town, we had lunch at an Islamic
family's home located among the
rainbow-colored homes of BoKaap. We ate sitting on the floor.
I tried everything and loved it all.
May 15: We spent most of
the day at the University of
Pretoria's Centre for the Study
of AIDS. The HIV infection rate is
about 12 percent, equivalent to
one in 10 people in South Africa.
May 16: Today, we learned
more about the University of Pretoria's efforts fighting the AIDS
epidemic. In effect, HIV is like an
onion. The university's programs
have peeled back the layers and
put people in charge of addressing each layer of the epidemic
- political, social, educational,
psychological and physical.
May 18-20: We went on safari
at the Elephant Plains Game
Lodge. The adrenaline rush was
constant, and we saw the "big five"
- lion, leopard, rhino, elephant and
cape buffalo - almost immediately.
This whole experience in South
Africa was one Iwill never forget,
exposing me to things that made
me uncomfortable and challenging
my ways of thinking. I realize how
privileged Iam to live the lite that I
do. I'm determined to study harder.
I hope that once I become a nurse,
Iwill have a chance to return and
help others even more.
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One nation apart, one action united
Baseball team builds beds for Oglala Lakota children

BY BRucE THAYER

('84)

This trip had dual purnstead of building a
poses. The first, and most
better batting averobviou s, was to help the
age, the Virginia
American Indians living on
Mets baseball team
the reservation . There are
spent Spring Break
about 40,000 Oglala La,kota
2007 working with
living on Pine Ridge, which
wood saws and stain brushes.
is roughly the same size as the
They weren't building a new
state of Connecticut.
dugout, but their efforcs cerThe two counties that Pine
tainly hit a home run .
Ridge Reservation covers
The Fairfax Countyare two of the poorest in the
based 13-and-under travelUnited States. There is not
ing base ball team exercised
much infrastructure or indussome leadership muscles last
try, and the land that has been
spring, while bui lding beds
left to the tribe is not condufor Oglala Lakota children at
cive co any type of agriculture.
the South Dakota Pine Ridge Team members delivered bunk beds and donated money for clothing
Many homes are inhabited by
Reservation. The team 's for the family of six who live in this Pine Ridge trailer.
two or three generations even
motto for this undertaking
though they are very small rambler-style homes or converted recrewas "One nation apart, one action united. "
As a team coach, I was honored to travel with 11 Mets play- ational vehicles originally designed for one family.
The second purpose of the trip was co provide team members with
ers and head coach Jay Corwin to the southwest corner of South
a new perspective on life outside of Fairfax County. This life lesson
Dakota. Corwin first learned about Pine Ridge when he found
concept is one of the characteristics of the team - coach Corwin
out chat one of the elementary schools did not have educational
often ends practices with a five-minute life lesson. This trip will have
supplies. Our team immediately filled 130 backpacks with school
supplies and shipped chem co Pine Ridge. One of the players did a lasting effect on the team and the children at Pine Ridge.
We stayed at a faciliry managed by RE-MEMBER, a nonprofit
some research on his own and decided the team had to do more.
charity based on the Pine Ridge Reservation to help the Oglala
The team raised more than $10,000 in less than six months to
Lakota. The organization brings in church, civic and college
cover their trip expenses.

I

Virginia Mets coach Bruce Thayer
('84) and head coach Jay Corwin,
a 20-year veteran Fairfax County ·
firefighter, inspired some Be the
Change spirit in the 11 members of
t heir 13-and-under baseball team.
(Inset): Players spend time at the
Badlands National Park.
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groups for weeklong stays throughout the
year. Our trip was the first time a baseball
team came to help.
RE-MEMBER's main project is building beds from donations of materials ,
paint, cleaning supplies and tools. The
bunk bed kits are manufactured at the
non profit's site by the weekly visitors and
then put together at pre-selected hom es
on Pine Ridge. A high school church
group from Scarsdale, N.Y., volunteered
at the facility the same week as our team,
as well as some individuals from Texas
and Wisconsin.
RE-MEMBER staff members consist of
several American Indians, and they provided us with unique insight and a lo t of to-day life. Later we we nt to C hief Red
history about Pine Ridge and the Lakota. Cloud's "sweat lodge" where the tribesmen
They took us to the Wounded Kn ee go daily to pray and refl ect. The sweat
Memorial , where we heard the tribe 's lodge looked like an igloo with a fire circle
account of the Wounded Knee massacre in the middle. W e were allowed to go into
of 1895. The Oglala Lakota are part of the sweat lodge and sit as the Lakota do.
the Sioux N ation . They have a very strong
O ur enti re group was very enthusiastic
spirit and belief in their heritage, and they about the job they had do ne at Chief Red
Cloud's modest home, and we all looked
shared this wisdom with all of us.
Our group was fortunate to be the first forward to building beds the following day.
to help in the cleanup and repair of an
The bunk bed proj ect was developed
Oglala Lakota elder' s home. W e spent the when the fo unding partners of RE-MEMfirst full day in Pine Ridge at C hief Oliver BER learned that ma ny of th e children
Red C loud's home. T he chief is a fo urth- at Pine Ridge had never slept on a bed
generation descendant of the C hief Red or even a mattress. T hey slept o n floors,
Cloud who led the Lakota tribe in the mid- clothing, blankets or cardboard. Temperato lace- 19th century. Chief Red Cloud has tures range from minus 20 to 120 degrees.
diabetes and is confined to a wheelchair. While we were there in April, we had a
Our team repaired a ramp leading from 60-degree day foll owed the next day by
his front door to the driveway, replacing snow squalls and a high of 30 degrees.
rotting wood and applying a fresh coat of
paint. We also made repairs in the kitchen
and bathroom. The yard was littered with
trash - bottles, cans, boxes and o ther
items. More than 25 bags of trash were
hauled away that day. This project, called
• Average Pine Ridge family annual
"W awaokiye" in Lakota, means "Gro ups
income is $3,700
Helping People Stand. " T here is no trash
• Infant mortality rate is three
service on the reservation and sometimes it
times the national average
is a choice berween gas money or food.
• 97 percent of people living on Pine
Chief Red Cloud spoke for a few minRidge live below the poverty level
utes to the group about our mission and
its impact on Pine Ridge residents. H e
• Life expectancy is age 48 for men
shook hands and greeted each individual,
and age 52 for women
letting us know his gratitude. We also met
• Pine Ridge family members' chance
his daughter, granddaugh ter and greatof getting diabetes is eight times
granddaughcer. Each of chem spoke to the
the national average
gro up , and we learned about their day·· ··· ·········· ······ ·· ··· ······· ········· ···· ····· ········ ·· ······ ···· ·· ··· ·········· · ·· ··· ···· ·· ··· ····· · ·· ·
About the Author: Virginia M ets coach Bruce Thayer ('84) and his team, including son Nicholas,
and team coaches wi!L return to the Ogfafa Lakota Pine Ridge Reservation this spring to again construct
bunk beds far children. Thayer is a manager far federal Labor pricing at Res ton, Va., =based IN P UT, a
government procurement and marketing research company. He Lives in Centreviffe with his wife, Laura,
and their two children, Christopher and N icho.Las.
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Siblings admire new bunk beds built and
delivered by Virginia Mets players through
the RE-MEMBER charity. Most Oglala Lakota children have never slept in a real bed.

O ur gro up was split into two smaller
o n es. Whil e o ne gro up manu factu red
beds, the other delivered and installed the
beds. T he gro ups reversed their roles the
fo llowing day. After a brief lesson from
the RE-M EM BER staff, the players cut,
sanded and stained the wood and screwed
the pieces together using a guide template.
We constructed about 16 beds in one day.
The beds are simple plywood wi th 2-inch
by 4-inch supports and frames, with a ladder and a top bunk rail.
T he o ne regret chat m ost of the boys
and both coaches had was not being able
to see the children 's reactio ns when they
saw their new beds. Most of the kids were
in school wh en the beds were delivered,
assemb led and made up with th e mattresses, sheets and pillows. Bedding was
left wi th each bed, along with a suitable
children's book.
After di n n er a t t h e RE-MEMB ER
dormitory, each d ay ended with a session of "Roses and T horns." Each person
summarized his day by sayin g if it was
a good or bad day and giving examples.
T he beginning of the week was diffic ult
as some of the living conditions we saw
were deplorable. T hese sessions were very
emotional in some cases; but by the end
of the week, there were many mo re "rose"
days because of the work done and effort
everyone was giving. Eve ryone realized
the impact they we re having on the kids
a t Pine Ridge . By the second or third
day, everyone was planning on returning
m
next year.

* Learn more about the Oglala La kota at
Pine Ridge at www.re-member.org/ .

PHOTO G RAPHS COURTE SY OF BRUCE THAY ER ('8 4)
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A budding legacy
Professor's dream turns tnto an outdoor ltvtng classroom

B Y EMIL R AMPACEK

JR.

('76 )

met D r. Norlyn Bodkin
retirement. " H e still teaches
in the summer of 1973
cou rses fo r the arbore tum as
afte r a di smal fres han educational coordinator.
man year. I needed to
Now t he Edit h J . Carrier
attend summer school,
Arbore tum a n d Botanica l
and one of the classes
Garde ns hos ts hundred s o f
I rook was his Bio logy 102.
educatio nal and recreation al
Since that seven-week session,
field trips and tours fo r schoolI have known Dr. Bod kin to
children, senior-citizen groups,
be a very down-co-earth, percivic gro ups and community
sonable and ded icated teacher.
clubs. V isitors learn a b o ut
He is, in my opinion , one of
nature, botany, horticulture,
the most in novative professors
pla n t sp ec ies na t ive to t he
in the history of Madiso n.
Appalac hi a n s a n d eco logy,
On a class fie ld tr ip that
thanks to D r. Bodkin's legacy.
summer of '73, we traveled
O u ts id e t h e a r boretu m
to Dolly Sods, W .Va., in Dr.
and the bio logy d epartmen t
Bodkin's home state . We
labs, Dr. Bodkin also served
spent the entire day examin ing
as a shining example to JMU
and probing the wil d fields .
studen ts. He p u blish ed ni n e
Dr. Bodkin po in ted o u t h ow
articles in the Scientific jourimportant the ecosystem is in
nal du ri ng his career, and he
has been named to the h ighly
relationship to our existence
on this planet. He showed us
regarded Linnaeus Society of
London, England.
the various plant and animal
inhabitants native to the Dolly
Following my introduction
Dr. Bodkin in 19 7 3, my
Sods area. As always, he concerned himself with seeing that
p erso nal interac t io n s
each student achieved h is or
w ith him b oth acaher maximum potential.
dem ically and socially
have made him one of
Dr. Bodkin's teach ing phimy closest friends . H is
losophy, which emphasized the
influence is one of the
importance of hands-on learnreasons I never left the
ing, was probably the impetus Arboretum founder Norlyn Bodkin discov·
Shenandoah Valley.
for his proposal in 1977 that ered the rare Shenandoah Wake-Robin, a
T h e JMU A l umni
JMU establish an arboretum. trillium variety (at right). In 1998, JMU's ar·
boretum forest was named in Bodkin's honor.
Association recognized
T hroughout his academic The 125-acre arboretum includes 88 acres
professor Bodkin with
career he led students into the wooded with hickory and oak trees that Bod·
fields, woods and mountain kin believes were seeded around the turn of
its 1997 Distinguished
Service Award for h is
habitats of the region to study the century, just a few years before the first
students arrived at the Normal. Learn more
leadership and d ed icaplant life . He has a lso l ed at www.jmu.edu/arboretum/.
tion to developing Madibotanical trips to the Galapason's educational facilities - especially the arboretum. Commugos Islands, upper Amazon rain forests and Ireland.
His arboretum dream blossomed inro the Edith J. Carrier nity gardeners, nature buffs and flower fans all have a place to
Arboretum in 1985, and he served as director until his "semi- learn and enjoy natural beaury thanks to Dr. Bodkin. WI
Abo u t the Author : Emil Rampacek Jr. ('76) is a "proud Madison
graduate of the nation's bicentennial year" and a sous chef at Mr. J's Bagels
in Harrisonburg. H e has been with the restaurant since it opened 15 years
ago. He was recruited to Madison by the soccer coach, but ended up serving
as the first football team's kicker. He worked with the ]MU catering team
under President Ronald Carrier's administration and served governors and
other officials visiting campus.

BODKIN PHOTOGRAPH
BY DI A NE ELLIOTT
( ' 00) 2008
Published
by JMU Scholarly
Commons,

About the P r o fe ssor: Professor emeritus of biology and Edith J Carrier Arboretum educational coordinator Norlyn Bodkin's career at Madison
has been a "labor of love." As a dedicated professor of biology, his enthusiasm inspired many in his classroom, who, with his mentoring and support,
have gone on to successful careers and are now inspiring students of their own.
A mong the many research projects Bodkin has conducted with his students and
colleagues, one resulted in the discovery and naming ofa new variety of trillium, which drew national acclaim for Bodkin and a colleague.
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{Books}

China Ghosts: My Daughter's journey to America, My Passage to Fatherhood
BY JEFF GAMMAGE ('82), 2008, WILLIAM MORROW; ISBN: 978-0-06-124029-4

A

ching to expand from a couple to a family, Philadelphia Inquirer reporter
Jeff Gammage ('82) and his wife, Christine, embarked upon a journey that
would carry them across a shifting landscape of emotion and through miles of

red tape and bureaucratic protocol to a breathtaking land on the other side of the world
where a little girl waited. When they met Jin Yu, a silent, stoic two-year-old, they realized that every frustrating moment of their two-year struggle had been worth it. But they
also realized that another journey had only begun. How do you comfort a crying toddler
when you speak a different language? How do you fully embrace a life altered beyond
recognition by new concerns, responsibilities and a love unlike any you've felt before? Gammage offers a poignant depiction
of the foreign adoption process and a glimpse into a different culture and the making of a family.

- - .- ··-- ----

Kid Tales:
A Children's
Storybook Without
llluslralions
BY MICHAEL MILLER ( ' 96)
2007, LULU.COM
ISBN: 978-1-4357-0183-0

This modern day storybook
helps parents to enhance
their childrens' imaginations and creative
chinking skills. Emphasis is placed on the story
itself, rather than illustrations, so that children
are free to think about and interpret characters
and events. Children are encouraged to "chink
outside the box" while brushing up on important auditory learning skills. Due to the lack of
illustration and use of a more advanced vocabulary, the book is recommended for children
age 4 and older. www.kidtales.com/

*

Menial Health
Issues in
the Criminal
Justice System
EDITED BY DAN W.
PHILLIPS Ill ( ' 92)
2007, THE HAWORTH
PRESS; ISBN:
978-0-7890-3769-5

Mental
Health
Issues
in the

Criminal

Justice
System
DaoidW.Phillip,,111
Editor

Economics and sociology major Dan W. Phillips III ('92) is a professor of sociology and
criminal justice at Lindsey Wilson College. This

- - =======

book, edited by Phillips, examines a wide range
of the latest research and learned perspectives
focusing on the intersection of mental health
services and the criminal justice system. Top
experts and academics discuss mental healch
treatment, its availability and how cost effective it is to treat inmates. The broad interdisciplinary view of the topic presents important
qualitative and quantitative research of specific
topics such as the effectiveness of prisoner representatives, the causal link between incarceration and mental illness, and the expanding rates
of offenders with mental illness. Recommendations on desired correctional mental health
programs are presented along with strategies to
better provide therapeutic services.

WeAre
His Poets
BY RALPH VILE (' 61)
2007, XULON PRESS;
ISBN : 9781604771404

Ralph Vile ('6 1) presents
poems that he wrote from
194 5 to 1961. This period
encompassed his service
in the U.S. Navy, college
and seminary education, marriage and family, a
call to the mission field, ill heal th and a rerurn
to the Shenandoah Valley. Poems center on the
themes of home, family, God, Bible, church
and community. The former teacher records his
struggles with God's providence and his faith in

48
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* www.chinaghosts.com/

His care. Vile says, "My poems focus both on
the beautiful visible world of nature and on the
even more precious, once invisible, Word that
was made flesh and dwelt among us. "

We Fell in Love al JMU
BY HARRY JEAVONS ('53)
2003, SELF-PUBLISHED

Pianist Harry Jeavons ('53),
who performs under the
name Eric Stevens, launched
his musical career in the
1950s and continues to
perform with his band, the
Eric Stevens Jazz and Blues
Group. He has performed at Madison 's Bluestone Reunion Weekend and says, "This song
about Harrison burg refers to Doc's, a beloved
hangout at Main and the tracks, where a
dime bought a Coke with a nickel left for the
jukebox." The history major and English and
music minor has worked with legends like jazz
master Bill Conti and comedian Bill Cosby.
Stevens moved to Virginia Beach in 1969. His
music reviews have appeared in several magazines and newspapers including Blues News,
Downtowner, Inside Business, Metro and Tidewater Senior. He also writes a monthly music
review for Splash magazine and has taught
History of Jazz in Tidewater Community College's adulc education program.

* www.ericstevensmusic.com/
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{2007 Alumni Awards}
those who have given of themselves for the
enrichment of others and the betterment
of their communities. Jones, a co-founder
of the highly successful chapter CrabFest
events, was nominated for her tireless efhe James Madison Uniforts to keep the JMU spirit alive in
the Richmond area.
versity Alumni AssociaLisa Melroy ('94, '95M), a spetion presented the 2007
cial education teacher at Swift
Distinguished Alumni
Awards during a breakCreek Middle School in Midlothfast ceremony at Homecoming
ian, was awarded the inaugural
2007. An army general, a longtime
JMU Distinguished Alumni Award
alumni chapter leader and a special
for Teaching. The award honors
education teacher were honored.
JMU 's heritage and the foundAward winners included (1-r) Brig. Gen. Raymond Mason
Brig. Gen. Raymond Mason ('78)
ing princip les of the State Normal
('78), Mary G. Jones ('91) and Lisa Melroy ('94, '95M).
was awarded the 2007 Ronald E.
and Industrial School for Women
Carrier Distinguished Alumni Achievement
Mary G. Jones ('91) of Mechanicsville at Harrisonburg. Graduates with exemAward. The award recognizes an individual was awarded the 2007 Inez Graybeal Roop
plary classroom teaching records in pre-K
who has excelled in his respective field and D istinguished Alumni Service Award. The
through 12th grade are honored. Award
attained recognition by other professionals award recognizes alumni whose dedication
winners must have shown - by spirit and
or peers. Mason's most recent command and volunteer commitment have signifiprofessio nalism - to be outstanding in his
supported 37,000 troops in Korea. His cur- cantly enhanced the goals and mission of or her field, and they must have at least five
rent command, in Hawaii, began last fall.
JMU and the alumni association and/or years of teaching experience.
m

Alumni awards lap general,
teacher and chapter leader

T

{Alumni News}

Get involved as an
alumni mentor
The JMU Office of Career
and Academic Planning has
created an alumni mentor
program where alumni sign up
to be mentors and students
search the database to connect with alumni mentors.
Career and academic planning staff members are currentl y building the database.
"Mentoring current students
can be incredibly rewarding

Mentoring current students can
be incredibly rewarding for both
the student and the alum.

1

1

-

ASHLEY PRIVOTT,

]MU A lumni Relations Director

for both the student and the
alum," says JMU Alumni Relation s director Ashley Privott.
What better way to connect
with Madison than by providing a current student with advice and assistance that can
be integral to their successful
progression? From identifying a major to determining

a career field of interest, everyone can benefit from this
resource. Learn more about
becoming a JMU career contact mentor by visiting www.
jmu.edu/cap/i nterviewing/
CCAN-mentors.htm.
To register as a mentor,
visit www.monstertrak.com/
signup.html and select Virginia
and James Madison University
in the drop-down menus. Cl ick
on the "Sig n Up" box and from
the main menu page, select
"Career Contact and Alumni
Network" (center of page).
Select "Register" and follow
the prompts to establish an
accounttheninputyoureducation and career information.
You can Be the Change for a
JMU student.

Are you up for
the Centennial
Challenge?

JMU remains committed to creating a student focused academic
environment as Graduate College Dean Reid Linn demonstrates.

I

https://commons.lib.jmu.edu/madisonmagazine/vol31/iss2/1
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The Alumni "Centennial
Challenge" is next weekend,
March 15-16. The challenge,
kicked off by the Tidewater
Alumni Chapter, is intended

t o celebrate and fulfill JMU's
long tradition of servicelearni ng and giving back.
Alumni groups, and JMU
alumni, are asked to go out
into their communities and
give th eir time and talent to
local causes. Groups should
take pictures and log their
hours of service for the
weekend. The alumni group
contributing the most service
hours - per local alumnus
- wi ll be recognized by JMU
President Lin wood H. Rose at
the Alumni Volunteer Awards
ceremony on June 7. Learn
more at www.jmu.edu/alumni
or contact Gina Dowell, assistant director of Alumni Relations, at dowellgc@jmu.edu.

Alumni Volunteer
Weekend is June 6-8
Alumni and friends involved
in JMU Alumni Association
alumni chapters, boards and
groups are invited to campus
June 6-8 for leadership training. The weekend will include
JMU speakers, new alumni
initiatives and will focus on
"the Evolution of the JMU
Volunteer." Learn more at
www.jmu.edu/alumni or contact Gina Dowell, assistant
director of Alumni Relati ons,
at dowellgc@jmu.edu. fl

PHOTOGRAPHS BY DIANE ELLIOTT ('00)
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{Centennial Birthday}

Speaking of
centennial
birthdays ...
Gladys Bradenham Upp ('28)
turns 100 BY COLLEEN DIXON
ladys Mae Bradenham Upp ('28)
had a birthday party on Jan. 20,
2008. She deserves a big party
worthy of one with 100 years of
life experience. Upp says that,
for someone .her age, "Sometimes life isn't
much fun. My old bones hurt." Bue as Upp
celebrates her own
"centennial" along
with JMU, she is
still filled with love
for her Madison
Experience.
Upp came to the
Normal in 1926
with three high
school classmates
from Barhamsville,
Va . "We roomed
Gladys Mae Bradentogether our first
ham Upp ('28) as she
year," says Upp.
appearedinthe1928
Jackson Hall was
School Ma'am. Look
for more Normal
a home away from
school memories
home for two years.
from Upp in the sumOne of Upp's
mer issue of Madison.
roomies was the
lace Lucille Jones Clarke Smead ('28), who
served as an advocate for speech pathology
across Virginia while serving as a member
of the Stare Department of Education. "We
were a long way from home, bur we enjoyed
our time at Madison," remembers Upp. "We
enjoyed going downtown and co church."
Upp is described in the 1928 School
M a'am as "a companion that is cheerful."
She was a member of the Choral Club,
Alpha Literary Society, YWCA and the Athletics Association.
Upp has a keen memory and remembers a
tragedy char affected all the Normal. "During
our rime at the Normal, four students were
killed when a train struck their car," says Upp.
"That hie Madison hard. We were all close."
Normal students also formed close bonds
with their professors. "All my professors were
good ones, but my favorite was [Virginia history professor] Dr. Rollin. " Upp earned her
reaching certificate and went on co teach for
34 years in New Kent County elementary
schools. She scill lives in Barhamsville. ffi

1

Welcoming
Class of 2011
Freshmen show Purple Pride
is still a family tradltton
BY MICHELLE HITE

('88)

ore than 85 freshmen and
their family members brought
renewed Purple Pride co the
Leeolou Alumni Center on
Aug. 22 as former Dukes
brought their sons and daughters co campus co begin the next generation 's Madison
Experience. The Class of201 l includes more
than 200 legacy students, whose mom, dad,
grandparent, sister or brother blazed a purple
path at Madison. The JMU Alumni Association Board of Directors awarded scholarships
co 30 freshmen. Nearly $30,000 in scholarship funds was raised through JMU' s Virginia
DMV license place program. For every JM U

Above: Marching Royal Duke
freshman Christopher Reitz,
mom Kim Henry Reitz ('78) and
Katie Reitz ('09) at the art case
piano. And, Erin Faroe's ('11) family look at Madison memorabilia.

license place purchased through the Virginia
DMV, $15 of the $25 specialty place fee goes
coward JMU scholarships.
On their first day on campus, Legacy Scholarship recipients, legacy srudents, their families
and special guests celebrated at the alumni association's annual Legacy Lunclieon with air-conditioned hospicality and a chance to view JMU' s
Madison Bluescone Arc Case Steinway. The art
case piano fearures a view of the Quad painted
by Mia LaBerge ('92). The one-of-a-kind piano
is part of donor Elizabeth Swallow's $1 million
gifi:, which made JMU and the School of Music an "all-Steinway" school, a designation held
by only 50 universities in the world.
Are you part of a legacy family? If so, please
contact the Madison staff with derails at madisonmag@jmu.edu or (540) 568-2664.
ffi

F
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Double Dukes

char the three brothers will be attending the
same school. "Ir will make the twins' tranTi:vlns follow parents and older brother sition smooch," adds Brad.
The Shahan fami ly has lived in Germany
to ]MU BY CoLLEEN DixoN
for 24 years. Linda and Brad met at JMU
or years, Linda
while studying physical education. Boch are physical educaLudi Shahan ('81)
tion teachers and coaches for
and Brad Shahan
(' 81) regaled their
the Department of Defense
three sons with
Dependents Schools system.
stories about JMU's academLinda believes having two
ics, heritage and, of course,
parents who attended JMU
social life. Those tales obvihad some bearing on where
ously sank in, because the
the twins decided to atlatest members of che Sha- Linda Ludi Shahan ('81)
tend college. Colby and Lohan family officially became was excited to share
gan were involved in sports
Madison with her twin
Dukes in August. Oldest son sons, Colby and Logan.
throughout high school and
Andrew will graduate chis
are intere sted in studying
year with a B.A. in arc and a concentration sports management.
" I miss their presence , their smiles,
in graphic design. Twins Colby and Logan
made the trip from their home in Germany their stories and their friends," says Linda.
co enter the Class of 2011 . Ac the Legacy "Knowing they are all together makes ic
Luncheon, Linda said she feels "relieved" easier for us. "
m

UPP PHOTOGRAP H COU RTE SY OF 1928 SCHOO L MA'AM ;

LUNCH EON
OTOGRA
PH S B Y DIAN
E ELLI OTT ('00)
AND BRIA N DI L LEN SNYD ER ('08)
Published
byPHJMU
Scholarly
Commons,
2008
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{My Madison}

Sounding lhe bells of Blueslone Hill
Proudly striking a chord for the Wilson Hall chimes

BY ToNY MADSEN

('99)

the SGA Senate. The money came from an
s I stroll past Wilson Hall
interest account that accrues from holding
every year at Homecoming,
organizational money the SGA assigned to
I am reminded of its faint
various clubs and organizations. After some
resemblance to the "clock
debate, the bill overwhelmingly passed.
tower" from the 1985 hit
The administration chose electronic
movie Back to the Future
chimes - because they were less expensive
minus the cupola and a couple of gigantic
and easier to install in the 1930s-era Wilson
cats. Ir has been more than 12 years since I
Hall cupola/pediment than a mechanical
first saw chat beautiful clock and thought,
"Wouldn't it be great if there were chimes
clapper/mallet and extremely heavy metal
to go along with it?" That was the summer
bell. The electronic chimes offered much
more versariliry and have been used in many
before my freshman year in 1995.
Now, fast-forward one year later to
more creative ways than a conventional bell
Though he didn't use his personal Delorean like
when I had catapulted myself from fresh- a Back to the Future-style time machine, Tony
could have ever been used, and there was the
man class president to SGA secretary. Dur- Madsen ('99) forever changed t he way time
option to strike a Westminster chime every
ing fall semester 1996, rhe SGA president is experienced on the JMU Quad. As a feisty
15 minutes or just strike on each hour. It
asked the executive council to come up freshman, Madsen struck a chord for installing
has been used to play Christmas music bemusical chimes in the Wilson Hall clock tower.
with some topics for our breakfast with
fore winter break and the ]MU Fight Song
then JMU chief operating officer and now President Linwood H . on game days. The electronic chimes can even be turned off to avoid
Rose and other universiry administrators. I wanted to suggest to the disrupting College of Education commencement on the Quad.
administration chat we have chimes installed in the Wilson Hall
The first time I heard the Wilson Hall chimes was on a spring day in
clock and chat they be sounded hourly. The SGA executive officers
1997 as I was standing on the steps chat lead down to The Commons.
scoffed at such a notion, saying it would "waste the adminI was very pleased with the clariry and realism of the electronic
istrarion' s rime." It's possible char they saw me as immature,
bell. I was very proud that I had the courage to stand up for my
because I was a few years younger, and it was rare to have a
suggestion even though my colleagues thought it kind of silly.
sophomore in an SGA executive position.
After the "bells" went in, nor everyone was as ecstatic about
I even recall exactly where I was when I made the suggestion
my chimes. I received at lease rwo "darts" in The Breeze. One
to JMU administrators: I was in the section of D-hall to the
dart was concerned char the chimes would disturb the hosright of the main stair entrance. The SGA president was
pital residents next door. Another critic suggested chat the
leading the meeting and then he said something like, "We
money could have been better spent for things like bike
have one more thing, and I'll let our secretary Tony
racks. I defended the project, because I knew the
Madsen share chat with you since it's all his idea."
SGA had other funds ro use ro better the MadiI described my vision of a chiming clock tower,
son campus. My only regret is that I did not get
which would beautify the JMU campus. The idea
the SGA ro have a brass dedication plaque made
was a hit, particularly with Charles King, JMU senior
to hang in the Wilson Hall lobby. By the time I
vice president for administration and finance, who
asked, there was no more money left in the
had heard chimes at other campuses. The ad1996-97 operating budget.
ministration agreed to pay for the balance if
The chimes are a legacy that I've been
the SGA would come up with about $3,500
very proud ro leave JMU. I hope they will
of the cost. In the song/poem by historian
continue to bring joy to future Dukes well
John W. Wayland (Madison's first history
into our next century. It was Back to the
department head) the Bells ofBlue Stone Hill
Future's Doc Brown, (played by Christopher
were on the way to becoming a realiry.
Lloyd), who said, "If you put your mind to it,
The next step was writing a formal proyou can accomplish anything."
posal and getting the bill to pass through
I'd like to add to that. If you put your mind
to it, you can accomplish anything, especially with some unique imagiAbout the Author : Tony Madsen ('99)
graduated summa cum laude with a major in hisnation, courage and a JMU
' tory and minors in education and anthropology.
education. Enjoy
' He has been a teacher far eight years and currently
the chimes.
lives in New Jersey. His interests include film (acting and writing), vinyl records and rock 'n' roll,
antiques, classic cars, painting and snowboarding.
E-mail him at fishheadlouie@yahoo.com.
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Purple and Gold fever at Centennial Homecoming
Alumni from across the nation rocked out the purple and gold for the 2007 Homecoming Tailgate Spirit Contest. Dukes rolled with the Birthday Party of the Century
theme and created several festive "Tailgates of the Century." Check out some
award-winning tailgates on Page 55.
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{Homecoming Tailgate}

Dishin' ii up, Dukes-style
Dukettes and ]MU parents dominate Homecoming Tailgate Entree contest

HOMECOMING TAILGATE ENTREE RECIPE WINNERS:

Isl Place
JMU PARENT

AL

STRONG

AN D THE DuKETTES

Dukettes' "Beauty and
the Beef''
TENDERLOIN WITH PORTOBELLO MUSHROOMS
4 lbs. beef tenderloin
8 large Portobello mushrooms
Tenderloin Rub:
2 tbsp. garlic salt
2 tbsp. onion salt
2 tbsp. season salt
2 tbsp. dark brown sugar
3 tbsp. liquid smoke
1/2 cup fresh cilantro
1/2 cup fresh parsley
V2 cup fresh basil
salt to taste
8 fresh cloves of garlic, roasted

I
:I
....a

PORTOBELLO MARINADE:

a

1 tbsp. black pepper
1 tbsp. garlic salt
1 tbsp . onion salt
8 cloves of garlic
V, cup olive oil
1/2 cup of Amaretto
salt to taste

E

Two days before tailgate: Section
tenderloin into long strips about
3 inches in diameter and drizzle
with olive oil, Worcestershire sauce
and liquid smoke. Rub with course
ground pepper, seasoned salt,
garlic salt, onion salt. fresh parsley,
cilantro and basil, and marinate.
Cut mushrooms into long strips and
drizzle with olive oil and Amaretto.
Season with pepper, salt, fresh garlic and parsley and allow them to
marinate in a separate container.
Use mesquite or hickory chips on
your grill coals. Place tenderloin
strips on a 300 to 325 degree
preheated grill over indirect heat.
Heat portobellos in a skillet with
olive oil and garlic; cover and simmer until soft. Uncover mushrooms
and cook until the liquid thickens.
Deglaze the pan with one cup beef
stock. Add a splash of Amaretto
and flour and thicken sauce. Arrange tenderloin on a serving dish,
pour portobello Amaretto au jus
over tenderloin and serve.

1 lb . Italian sausage
3 ( 15 oz.) cans chili beans
drained
1 (15 oz.) can chili beans in
spicy sauce
2 (28 oz.) cans diced tomatoes
with juice
1 (6 oz.) can tomato paste
1 large red onion, chopped
3 chopped stalks celery
2 green bell peppers seeded
and chopped
2 green chili peppers seeded
Above, Dukettes and JMU parent Al Strong dished up
and chopped
the first-place Homecoming Entree with their Beauty
Vz cup of beer
and the Beef: Tenderloin with Portobello Mushrooms.
1 tsp. salt
At left, JMU parent Dave Lumsden created the
4 beef bouillon cubes
- second-place Homecoming Entree with his Duke's
Eggstravaganza and JMU Purple Potato Cakes.
1 tsp. white sugar
Lumsden was part of the Tailgate of the Century,
1,4 cup chili powder
which took
1 tbsp. Worcestershire sauce
first place
2 tbsp . minced garlic
in the Homecoming Spirit
1 tbsp. dried oregano
Contest. At right, A large
2 tsp. ground cumin
crowd of hungry alumni
2 tsp. Tabasco sauce
are a testament to the
1 tsp . dried basil
cooking of Jennifer Bost
('97), who took third
1 tsp. cayenne pepper
place in the entree con1 tsp. ground black pepper
test with her Centennial
1 (16 oz.) package of shredded
Celebration Chili.
cheese
1 tsp. paprika
over and add shredded cheese to
2 bags corn chips
• half of the top. Gently fold in half.
1 package precooked bacon
JMU PARENT DAVE LUMSDEN
PURPLE POTATO CAKES:
•
2
bunches green onions,
Dave's Duke's Eggstrava2 cups, chilled mashed potatoes
chopped
ganza &: JMU Purple Po1 egg, beaten
tato Cakes
Heat large skillet over mediumVz cup flour
high heat. Crumble ground beef
olive oil
EGGSTRAVAGANZA:
and Italian sausage into the
salt and pepper to taste
2 eggs, beaten
hot pan and cook until evenly
1 tbsp. water
: browned. Drain excess grease.
Add beaten egg to mashed potadash of Tabasco Chipotle
Place cooked beef and sausage in
toes and stir in flour. Coat the botPepper Sauce
a crock-pot. Add chil i beans, spicy
tom of a nonstick skillet with olive
chili beans and sauce, diced tomafinely chopped onions
oi l and heat over medium heat until
toes, tomato paste, onions, celery,
finely chopped green peppers
alm ost smoking. Patty out potato
green bell peppers, chili peppers,
cakes, place in ski llet and cook on
diced ham
bouillon and beer. Season with
each side until golden brown. Add
shredded sharp cheddar cheese

2nd Place

Crack eggs in bowl and beat with 1
tbsp. water and a dash of Tabasco
Chipotle Pepper Sauce. Melt 1 tbsp.
of butter in small nonstick frying pan over medium heat. Saute
onions and green pepper and add
diced ham. Add egg mixture to pan
evenly distributing onions, green
pepper and ham into egg mixture.
Once mixture has solidified, flip
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a few drops of purple food coloring
to potato mixture for authentic
JMU Purple Potato Cakes!

3rd Place
J ENNIFER BosT

('97)

Centennial
Celebration Chili
2 lbs. ground beef

chi li powder, Worcestershire
sauce, garlic, oregano, cumin, hot
pepper sauce, basil, salt, pepper,
cayenne, paprika and sugar. Stir
to blend, then cover and cook on
low heat for six hours, stirring occasionally. Taste after two hours
and add more spices as necessary. Top chili with green onions,
bacon and shredded cheese.
Serve with corn chips.

DU K ETTES PHOTO GRA PH B Y DIANE ELLIOTT (' 0 0); BOST GROUP B Y KA TH Y LAM
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{Tailgates}

Tailgating traditions
Homecoming marks 10th
reunion and family fun
BY KELLY STEFANKO ('97)

The sun always shines on
Homecoming. Wasn't that the
truth this year? I was
bracing for the worst as
we drove through monsoons on the way to the
'Burg, but miraculously,
at around Charlottesville,
the clouds parted and the
sun was out the rest of
the way - like a guide to
the promised land. I thought the
fear of bad weather would have
kept people away, but the parking lots were full of tailgaters.
I.':.:;
The Madison faithful
are never
swayed. Even
a one-point
loss to the
Richmond
Spiders didn't
ruin our trek
to campus.
Class of 1997
My brothwrestling teammates share the er, Brett
Stefanko
Purple Pride
('97), and his
with Future
Duke Alex. (1-r)
wife, Kellie
Brett Stefanko
McDonald
with son, Alex,
Stefanko
Mike Thompson
('97), part of
and Ken Rossi.
the inaugural
ISAT class, came to Homecoming to mark their 10th reunion
year. Friends, former roommates and wrestling teammates
joined in the fun. Although several in their group hadn't been
back to the 'Burg since graduation, they had so much fun, they
vowed to make it a tradition.
Tailgating was no easy feat with
an average of two munchkins
per couple, but the kids were
naturals. Apparently the apple
doesn't fall far from the tree (or
maybe it's raisins in this case).

Bell Hall "Bellies"
back in the 'Burg
Dukes celebrate Bell Hall
friendships
BY CARLY LEDUC ('08)

Homecoming 2007 was an
opportunity for several Dukes

\1

I· C O \1
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hovering outside with whatever
we wore to bed that night. Occasionally, people would forget
to put clothes on or hide their
visitors. People would show up
in every sort of condition. We
learned to take a bad situation
and make it funny."
Despite the fact that the new
residence hall had some kinks to
work out, the group found time,
in between studying, to play
pranks on one another. "The
boys strung four bras together
across the front of Bell Hall late
one Friday night (in time for
Saturday morning of Parents
Weekend) with a sign reading
'We love you Gwen, Carolyn,
Susan and Michele,"' Hudnall
says laughing. "Gwen was out
early Saturday morning scaling
the outside second floor of the
dorm retrieving our undergarments before parents arrived."
The group has decided to get
together annually at Homecoming to relive the Purple and Gold
Dual winners - the Bell Hall "Bellies" took the third place Homecoming glory days. This year they took
Entree contest (with Jennifer Bost's Centennial Celebration Chili) and second in the spirit contest with
the second place Homecoming Spirit contest with their tailgate party. their stories, and next year they
plan to compete in the food
category. "I promised the boys
I wouldn't make them dress up
as Dolley Madison to win in the
future," Hudnall says.

Tailgate of the
Cenlury takes prize
Riley family legacies
show off Purple Pride
Above, Love to tailgate: Three generations
came together to cheer on the Dukes at Homecoming. Special guests included President Madison, aka JMU Parent James Riley, and his wife
Julie, (in purple holding sign). At right, Future
Duke Ella Davenport and her "Pop Pop," aka,
James "President Madison" Riley, get ready to
sing the JMU Fight Song at Homecoming.

to reconnect - where they all
met - Bell Hall. The self-proclaimed "Bell Hall Bellies," Ernie
Chenault ('84), Michele Hudnall
('85), Mark Rockwell ('84) and
Bill Dyer ('84), were inaugural
residents of Bell Hall, one of
JMU's first coed residence halls.
Bell Hall, on the hill behind
Carrier Library, is one of three
Hillside halls built in the 1980s
to accommodate an exploding
enrollment driven by a new
spirit and a new name. The
residence hall opened in 1982
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('99) AND2008
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and was named for the late
JMU Board of Visitors Rector
Francis Bell Jr.
"Several times during the
day, but mostly at night and
early mornings, the fire alarms
would go off on their own accord," remembers Chenault.
"This went on for almost the
entire first year. Even in the
dead of winter we would dutifully leave our rooms and gather in a crowd outside until the
signal was given that the coast
was clear. All of us would be

Former Parents Council
chairs James and Julie Riley
('99P, '05P) made Homecoming 2007 tailgating a
three-generation, extended
family affair. James Riley
and his daughter, Tara Riley
Krohn ('99), donned attire
to honor James and Dolley
Madison. The Riley's granddaughters cheered on the
Dukes in their best cheerleading outfits. The "Tailgate of the
Century" included the Lumsden,
Wright and Yeager families, all
of whom boast JMU grads. The
four-family tailgate earned first
place in the Homecoming Spirit
contest and Dave Lumsden garnered second place in the entree contest. This is what JMU
tailgating is all about," says
Tara, a fourth-grade teacher in
Chesterfield County. ff!
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ter ews

Metro Dukes
eighth Job
Fair is a hit

;
....a

•
E

;

"Promoting scholarships,
our alma mater, our chapter and each other" was a
recipe for success for the
eighth Metro Dukes Job
Fair on Jan. 4, according
to Rob Parrott ('99), Metro
Dukes chapter leader. More
than 250 alumni, student
and community job seekers, and 60 employers participated in the community
Job Fair at the Marriott
Tyson's Corner in Vienna.
Proceeds from the annual
event support the Metro
Dukes Chapter scholarship,
which in turn benefits JMU
students from the Northern
Virginia area. Next year's
event is scheduled for Jan.
9, 2009, and will return to
the Marriott in Tyson's Corner. Learn more at www.
jmu.edu/alumni/jobfair/.

NEW S
EVENT S

G' M OR E

Right: More
than 250
alumni and
community
job seekers
attended the
Metro Dukes
annual Job
Fair in Tyson's
Corner. Below:
Steve ('78)
and Dee
Dee Collins
Leeolou ('78)
opened their
home to more
than 100
alumni for a
holiday party,
JMU style.

Alumni chapters
share Madison
holiday cheer
Alumni chapters around
the nation celebrat ed the
holidays "Purple and Gold"
style. Alumni in Atlanta,
Boston, Charlotte and Richmond gathered in December to celebrate the season
with chapter events. The
JMU Office of Alumni
Relations offers special
thanks to Brandon ('00)
and Heather Hedrick ('00)
for hosting more than 170 alumni and
friends at their home for the Richmond
Chapter holiday party. Thanks also go t o
Steve ('78) and Dee Dee Leeolou ('78) for
hosting more than 100 alumni and friends
at their home for the Charlotte chapter
holiday party.

N.Y./NJ. ChcWter cheer
on Dukes at Seton Hall
Nearly 300 alumni and Duke Club members cheered on the men's basketball

Left: New York/New Jersey-area alumni
and Duke Club members cheer on the
Dukes with (front row) Brad Galorenzo
('05) and chapter president Mike Keown
('05) at the Prudential Center Ice Lounge.
Back row (1-r) are Lauren DeMartis ('10),
Jen Isler ('05), Matt DeMartis ('06), Erin
Sochaski ('06), Michelle Cary ('05), Kristin
DiVincenzo ('05), Bill Williams ('05),
Jessica Tinsley ('03, '04M) and Megan
Anderson ('04, '05M).

team as they faced Seton Hall at the
Prudential Center in Newark on Dec. 22.
Chapt er president Mike Keown ('05) says,
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"It was a close game in the end. Even
though the Dukes were leading by 19 early
in the second half, the Pirates overcame
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{Black Alumni Chapter}

Madison Events
APRIL 11-13

'There were some
people who had
not been to a JMUrelated function in 15
years, and they were
able to share pride in
their alma mater with
their families for the
first time.'
-

MIKE KEOWN

('05)

a 13-point JMU lead in the final two
minutes and went on to win 112-110 in
overtime. Our local alumni and Duke Club
members had a great time socializing
in the arena's Ice Lounge before tipoff.
There were some people who had not
been to a JMU-related function in 15
years, and they were able to share pride
in their alma mater with their families for
the first time!"

Welcome alumni groups
JMU and the alumni association rolled
out the Purple Carpet to welcome 12 new
alumni groups. Visit the brand new JMU
Alumni Association Web site at www.jmu.
edu/alumni to find an interactive list of
new groups and contacts. Click on the
alumni group names for a calendar of
events, or click on group leaders' names
for contact information.

Black Alumni
Reunion Weekend
is April 11-13
Alpha Kappa Alpha celebrates
30th anniversary
h e Black Alumni Chapter will host Black Alumni
Reunion Weekend with the
theme "Strengthening Our
Ties" on April 11 - 13.
The weekend is a chance for alumni
to recon n ect, as well as interact with
current and prospective JMU students.
T h e weekend also marks the 30th anniversary of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority Inc. Events include the Career
and Networking Social, a networking
fair, an alumni leadership recognition
luncheon, workshops with current students, Kidz Nigh t at UREC, Leeolou
Alumni Center to urs, the Gospel Soul
Food Dinner and much more.
For more information, e-mail Black
AlumniChpt@alumni.jmu. ed u , and
register at www.jmu.edu/alumni.
ffi

Black Alumni Reunion Weekend
www.jmu.edu/alumni

APRIL 25-26

Bluestone Reunion Weekend
www.jmu.edu/alumni

JUNE 9

Metro Dukes Annual Madison
Master's Tournament
www.jmu.edu/alumni

JUNE 14

Annual Tidewater Alumni
Beach Party
www.jmu.edu/alumni/chapter/tidewater

SEPT. 5-7

Fall Reunions
Classes of 1988, 1993, 1998, 2003, 2008
www.jmu.edu/alumni/

OCT. 3-5

Family Weekend
www.jmu.edu/parents

OCT. 31 - NOV . 2

~
a
....1:1
f

Homecoming
Reunions for Classes of 1963, 1968,
1973, 1978, 1983
www.jmu.edu/alumni

For more information on any of these
events, please call the JMU alumni office
toll free 1- (888) JMU-ALUM, or visit
www.jmu.edu/ alumni/calendar/ For a
complete list of JMU events, please visit
www.jmu.edu/ jmuweb/calendars/

s

New chapters and leaders
AUSTIN:
Sharon ('96) and Josh Espinoza ('95)

CENTRAL PENNSYLVANIA:
Natalie Grill Einsig ('99)

CHARLOTTE:
Meredith Huston Shelkey ('95)

CHARLOTTESVILLE:
Will Tragert ('04)

DALLAS: Jeff McKee ('05)
FT. LAUDERDALE:
John Torregrosa ('90)

HARRISONBURG APN:
Kemper Funkhouser ('02)

HOUSTON: John Powers ('84)
LOS ANGELES: Ted Yeschin ('00)
N.C. TRIANGLE: Lee Shirkey ('0 3)
ORLANDO: Gregg Young ('81)
ROANOKE: Jeff Smith ('98)
SAN FRANCISCO:
Victoria Doyle ('05)

Published by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2008
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Stay tn touch) get involved and be Mad cool

53

Eric Stevens (aka Harry
Jeavons) published a
review of Charles Shulor's jazz in
New Orleans: The Postwar Years
Through 1970 in the November
issue of The American Rag, an international jazz magazine. Stevens
has also published articles in Blues
News, the Chesapeake Post, Downtowner, Metro, Navy News, Port
Folio, Ring Magazine, Tidewater
Women and the Virginia Beach Sun.

77

Megan C. Larson writes
chat she"... would like
to thank God for giving me two
years at home with my disabled
husband." In 1977 Larson went to
work for the Department of State
Health Services in Charlottesville
and later in Alexandria. In 1979
she met and married her husband,
a serviceman, and the couple
eventually had two sons. The
family moved to Endicott, Wash.,
where Larson held several parttime jobs and worked in a home
service group. In 1990 she became

a supervisor and worked in chis
position until she was injured and
underwent numerous surgeries.
These operations allowed her to
spend time with her husband until
his death in February 2005.

78

William W Polen Jr.
retired and moved to
Daytona Beach, Fla., with his wife,
Cheryl. * The Virginia Juvenile
Justice Association named Stanley
Stewart the 2007 Administrator of
the Year. Stewart supervises the probation unit of the Loudoun County
Juvenile and Domestic Relations
Court. He has served youth in Loudoun County for more than 29 years.

79

Thomas "Valentine" Holick was nominated to the
Athletics Hall of Fame in his hometown ofLinden, N.J. In 1968, at age
11, Holick pitched a no-hitter in a sixinning Litde League Baseball game,
striking out all 18 batters he faced.
Holickmoved to Maui in 1991. He
specializes in natural healing.

SCHOLARSHIP THANKS
Dear Dr. Patrick and Mrs. Glenda 0. Rooney:
Thank you so much for providing me with a scholarship! It is an honor to
have been selected and an even bigger honor to have you as my sponsor.
Your donation allows me to continue my pursuit ofa music education
degree. I hope to do my best at all times and honor what it means to
receive this gift. Dr. Rooney, your presence at the university has been
missed this year, but I remember all the things you have taught me
through the Wind Symphony and the Marching Royal Dukes. It was a
great experience to play for you. I hope you are enjoying retirement. Mrs.
Rooney, I never got to work with you personally, but it is hard to escape
the many ]MU activities that you are involved in and the impact you
make on/MUpeople, especially the color guard. I will perform my senior
full recital on March 15 and would be delighted ifyou both could attend.
Thank you again for your donation. It has really had an effect on my
Madison Experience.
Alex Bender ('08)

MADISON MAGAZINE
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Janet Eugenia Palmer
was promoted to IT team
leader from IT specialist at the U.S.
Treasury Dept. Her key challenges
will be working with different personal ities in a group of six. * Raymond Ratke was appointed special
adviser on children's service reform
and will report to the Virginia
Secretary for Health and Human
Resources, Marilyn Tavenner.
Virginia Gov. Timothy Kaine
announced Ratke's appointment
in November. Ratke will lead children's services reform and oversee
the For Keeps initiative launched by
Virginia First Lady Anne Holton.
The For Keeps initiative was created
to increase permanent family connections for children in foster care.

82

James E. Dodd has returned
with his family from the
United Kingdom to Waxhaw, N.C.
He is the eastern U.S. sales manager with MARKEM Corp.

87

After serving 14 years as
an attorney for the Navy's
Office of the General Cou nsel,
Owen C. Wilson was appointed as
an administrative judge with the
Armed Services Board of Contract
Appeals. T his court decides lawsuits arising out of contract disputes
between defense contractors and
the government.

88

Derek Sprague is the
general manager and PGA
head professional at the Malone,
N.Y., Golf Club. He also serves as
a member of the PGA ofAmerica's
Board of Directors and was sworn
into a new term at the association's
91st annual meeting at the Orange
County Convention Center in
Orlando, Fla. Sprague was elected
co PGA membership in 1993 and

has served since 1995 on the Northeastern New York PGA Board of
Directors, including as Section
president from 2003 to 2004.

90

1

1

Charles A.Jenkins was
elected Frederick County
commissioner in November 2007
and sworn into office in December. * Jennifer Taylor is the youth
coordinator for an adolescent subsrance abuse treatment program
in Downers Grove, Ill. She is completing a master's degree in community counseling at Roosevelt
University and lives with her "vivacious two-year-old," Alexia, in
Hoffman Estates, Ill.

91

Kristie E. Reed moved
back to her childhood
home in San Antonio, Texas, after
20 years ofliving in cold-weather
states. She has been a stay-ar-home
mom for the past eight years. Now
that both of her sons are in elementary school, Reed is re-starting her
career in public relations and event
management. * John D. Sherman was promoted to director of
program management at Customer
Chemistry in Herndon.

92

Kacrin R. Baker accepted
a position at Duke University located in Durham, N.C., as
assistant director of the Roberston
Scholars Program. * Alana M.
Burdo is the senior marketing specialist with the Philadelphia Electric Company in Philadelphia, Pa.

93

Richard Steinle of Austin,
Texas, was appointed chief
executive officer at PracticeIT,
a medical technology company
specializing in electronic medical
records and hand held diagnostic
devices. The College of Business
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Real-world classroom is just the ticket
Professor, students and alumni collaborate at New Hampshire theater

uring Kate Arecchi's high school summers,
she wo uld travel 30 minutes to perform at
New Hampshire's Papermill Theatre. Nearly
20 years later, she still performs there. Only
now, she has a much longer commute.
A professor of musical theater and the
musical theater area coordinator in JMU's
College of Visual and Performing Arts Kate
Arecchi grew up in New Hampshire. The
long distance between Virginia and New
Hampshire has not stopped Arecchi from
being a part of the Papermill's award-winning
professional summer musical theater. "I
stayed involved with the Papermill Theatre
over the years working in different capacities, " explains Arecchi. Some of her work has
included casting, performing and directing
the children's theater company. In 2006, she
took over as artistic director.
This past summer, she included students
and alumni in her passion project. Arecchi
directed the summer productions of West
Side Story and Seussical at the Papermill
Theatre and hired JMU student performers
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BY KATIE H uosoN ('10)

Above, Rachel Schur ('09), second from
left, and Sarah Gawron ('09), far right,
perform in the Papermill Theatre production of Seussical. At right, N.H. Papermill
Theatre artistic director Kate Arecchi
(second from right) talks to Rachel Schur
('09), Lauren Darrell ('07), Sarah Gawron
('09) and Rick Gerriets ('06).
Rachel Schur ('09) and Sarah Gawron
('09). Arecchi also collaborated with JMU
alums, Lauren Darrell ('07) and Rick Gerriets ('06), who served as the assistant musical director and master carpenter on both
productions.
"West Side Story is one of my favorite
shows and one that I was dying to direct,"
says Arecchi. "During Seussica/, I was responsible for making sure that the rehearsals were
going wel l and that the production was going
to be at a high artistic standard."
Arecchi knew that switching back and
forth from the emotionally heavy West Side
Story to a much more cheerful Seussical
would be challenging, but the students and

alums worked well with both plays. "It was
particularly exciting to see the students
exceed their expectation of what they could
accomplish and more than hold their own with
other performers."
Arecchi will return as the artistic director
at the Papermill Theatre this summer and
direct one show. She also directed the February JMU musical production of Urinetown.
Her connection wit h theaters around the
country as well as her position at JMU are
very important to her. "I hope to continue
to be able to provide opportunities for JMU
students to work professionally outside of
JMU," she says, "It's an invaluable part of the
learning process."
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Supporting U.S. troops
from the air
Jeffrey Cretz serves second deployment In Mid-East
BY HAL I CH I ET

('07)

Capt. Jeffrey Cretz
('03) says he grew
up wanting to make
a difference in the
world. The son of a
Department of State
diplomat, Cret z
grew up in Pakist an,
Syria, India, Israel,
China and Egypt.
His interest in the
military was sparked EC-130H navigator and squadron execu·
tive officer Jeffrey Cretz ('0 3} says hello in
wh ile spending t ime
the skies over Afghanistan in July 2006.
around U.S. Marines
at the various Marine Security Guard Detachment s. "The Marines
were at every embassy I visited, and I hung out with them and listened to their stories," he says. "It seemed real ly interesting - their
missions, the traveling, the camaraderie - everything that's a part
of being in the military."
A media arts and design major, Cretz completed concentrations
in interactive multimedia and digital video, as well as a minor in
business. He wrote for The Breeze and 8/uestone, served as a Student Ambassador and Motarboard member, and hosted WXJM's
hip-hop show.
Shortly after graduation, Cretz completed U.S. Air Force Officer
Training School at Maxwell Air Force Base in Montgomer y, Ala., and
was commissioned as a second lieutenant. From 2003 to 2005 he
attended and graduated from Joint Specialized Undergraduate
Navigator Tra ining at Randolph Air Force Base in San Antonio, Texas. During this time, Cretz also completed the Air and Space Basic
Course, Combat Survival Tra ining and Water Survival Train ing. In
2005 Cretz also completed the C-130 Initial Navigator Qualifica tion
course and the EC-130H Navigator Qualification course. He was
then promoted to first lieutenant.
In March 2006 Cret z became a combat-ready EC-130H navigator and squadron executive officer at the 41st Electronic Combat
Squadron, Davis-Monthan Air Force Base in Arizona. He deployed
to Afghanistan in 2006. From June to early October, Cretz and
his crew flew 50 electronic attack missions for 274 combat hours.
" There was a huge humanitarian effort to get the country moving
again on its own feet," he says.
Whi le in Afghanistan, Cretz earned two air medals, which are
awarded for every 20 combat missions. "Although we may be in the
Air Force, Army, Navy or Marines, we are all on the same team helping one another," he says.
After returning stateside, Cretz was stationed at the 41st Electronic Combat Squadron, Davis-Monthan Air Force Base in Arizona.
As executive officer, he served as the aide to the squadron commander. "My job was to make sure things went smoothly."
Currently working toward a master's degree in aeronautica l
science, Cretz says, "I hope t o use this degree to teach or to find a
really challenging job in the aviation industry."
Now a captain, Cretz was deployed to Qatar in May 2007 for a
nonflying liaison officer assignment. " I love to be in the air protecting our troops on the ground," he says.
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graduate has 14 years of experience in enterprise solution delivery
and entrepreneurial ventures for
healrhcare industry clients. Steinle
formerly worked for Accenture.

94

Cary Ashby and the Norwalk Reflectors ca ff earned
third place honors from the Associated Press Society of Ohio in "Best
Breaking News" for the newspaper's
coverage of the June 2006 flood in
the Firelands area. He is in his fourth
year as the paper's "cops & courts"
reporter. Ashby was featured in the
North Coast concert band in a saxophone duet in two concerts chis year.
He continues to direct the Sandusky
First Presbyterian Church hand bell
choir. He lives in Sandusky with his
wife, Kimberly, and their daughter,
Megan. * Eric J . Brown has published The Death ofBlack America
under his pen name, Eran Reya.
In October 2007 his book reached
No. I onAmazon.com's AfricanAmerican Best Seller list. * Marcia
E. Skiffington is a French teacher
and junior varsity field hockey coach
at Prince George School in Prince
George County. During hockey
season, Skiffington occasionally
sings the national anthem for Richmond Renegades games. "As a fan
and booster club member chis is a real
thrill," she says. During the summer
she works as a tour guide ofwalking
ghost tours for Haunts of Richmond.

96

Michael Brannon accepted
a position as sales representative at Boehringer Ingelheim Pharmaceuticals in Macon, Ga. Brannon
previously served as a biology teacher
at Bleckley County Schools in
Cochran, Ga. He decided it was time
for a change after several years in athletics training and teaching. Brannon
states, "It is one of the best decisions
I ever made." * Richard S. Legon
accepted a position as a middle school
social studies teacher in the Little
Falls Public Schools in Little Falls,
N.]. Legon graduated from Montclair University in 2006 with a M.A.
in teaching and a concentration in
social studies. He is a professional
musician and serves as president of
the Phi Mu Alpha Sinfonia New York
C ity Alumni Association.

97

Charles "Chaz" EvansHaywood of Harrisonburg
was elected clerk of the Rockingham
County Circuit Court in November.

00

Ian Friedman of Baltimore is a first-year associate in the complex civil litigation
department at
OberlKaler.
Friedma n
earned his law
degree from
the University
of Maryland
School of
Law, cum
laude, in
2007 and is
Ian Friedman ('00)
a licensed
CPA. * Allison McCray Koontz
received the National Certification
for Teaching in the Early Childhood Generalist category. She has
a Master's in Administration and
Supervision from the University
ofVirginia and is a member of the
clinical faculty at Virginia Commonwealth University. Koontz also
teaches in Henrico County.

0I

Amy Macaleer, a mathematics teacher at Battlefield High School in Haymarket,
was one of two teachers to receive
a $25,000 award from the Milken
Family Foundation. The Milken
Family Foundation National
Educator Awards are designed to
reward and provide recognition for
elementary and secondary school
teachers, principals, and administrators who promote excellence and
innovation in public education.

SCHOLARSHIP
THANKS
D ear Mr. Jeffrey Tickle ('90):
I'm writing to tell you how much
I appreciate the m oney you have
donated to ]MU scholarships and to
me. One ofthe main reasons I came
to ]MU is because it has a strong
undergraduate research program.
Your Tickle Family Endowment in
Science and Mathematics allows me
to work at ]MU over the summer
and continue my research from
the previous semester. We hope
to publish the results ofour team
experiment by the end ofsp ring
semester, and I plan to attend
graduate school to study materials
science or granula r physics. Thank
you fo r your generosity.
Dan Amon ('08)
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Adrienne Lee Jennings
has entered her fi rst yea r of
studies at the West Virginia School
of Osteopathic Medicine in Lewisburg, W.Va. T he award-winning
school offers a nationally ranked
medical education program. Jennings graduated magna cum laude
with a B.S. in biology. Eric Post
of Centreville participated in the
U.S. Olympic Marathon Trials in
New York City in November. He
turned in his best personal performance and is ranked No. 38 in the
nation. Though he did not land
one of the top three slots to qualify
for the 2008 Olympics, Post told
the Centre View-Connection Newspapers, "This was defi nitely the
highlight of my athletic career.
To be among the 135 best runners
Phillip Brunier ('06) is going
in the nation was something I'm
toe-to-toe against 14 dancers
really proud of." Post helpedJMU
on ABC-TV's Dance Wars.
win two Colonial Athletic Association cross-country championships.
Dance Wars: Bruno vs. Carrie Ann.
T h rough the show, which aired
in January and February, the two
I
Amanda Nicole Costley
Mann graduated in May
Dancing with the Stars judges and
2006 from the Penn State Dickrenowned choreographers Bruno
inson School ofLaw in Carlisle,
Tonioli and Carrie An n Inaba
searched fo r A merica's most talPa., and passed the Virginia State
Bar Examination in July 20 06.
ented amateur performers with
Mann is now practicing law in and
both singing and d ancing talents.
around Richmond with the Law
At press time, Brunier was ranked
Offices of David L. Cloninger.
in the top 11 d ancers on the show.
C heck out h is bio at h ttp://abc.
Phillip Brunier was
go.com/primetime/d ancewar/.
selected as one of 14 fi nalScott Reed is the senior associists for ABC's prime-time show
ate director of union operations
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When the Madison
Connection telefund calls, there is
a JMU student on
the line hoping to
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in Madison, you're
investing in them.
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Rock on, brother
Gultartst rocks out with his brothers In Sons of Bill
B Y CARLY LEDUC

(' 0 8)

Sam Wilson ('02) may not have attended the school of rock, bu t
he's living the rock star life j ust the same. As the lead guitar ist fo r
the Charlottesvill e-bas ed Sons of Bill, Wilson is ta king country
music "to t he nex t level."
A classical guitar performance major in JMU's School of Music,
Wilson moved to New York City after graduation. He worked as a
freelance jazz guitari st and performed at the British Embassy, the
Ri chmond Jazz Festi va l, the Knitting Factory, the East Coast Jazz
Festiva l and for th e First Lady of Poland.
In 200 5, Wilson j oined his brothers, James and Abe, and friend,
Seth Green to form the country-rock band Sons of Bill. "I was
tired of being just a session guit ar player," he says. " I wanted to be
involved in production - singing, songwriting and just plain rockin."'
Though based in Charlottesville, the band plays frequent
engagements at t he popular Harrisonburg venue, Th e Pub. Band
members call thei r sound a simple mix of country and folk songwriting, while
Sons of Bill lead
staying true to
guitarist Sam Wilson
their individual
('02) enjoys rocking
with his brothers.
rock influences.
Tired of t he
so -called "popco untry" pushed
by outlet s like
CMT, as well as the fl ourishing
indie-rock scene, t he band says
that their collaboration is a
sound t hat is truly unique. "We
really just want to capture the
tim eless spirit of co untry music
wit hout denying the rock influences we've all accumulated in
various bands over th e years,"
says Wilson. "We're not trying to jump on the alt-country
bandwagon, but we certainly
don't have our eyes set on
Nashville. There is no concept
here or artificially constructed
aesthetic. We're just fi ve young guys focusing on writ ing good
songs and playing our asses off every time we get on stage."
In th eir first eight months as a band, the group won U.Va.'s Battle of t he Bands and recorded its first full-length record, A Far Cry
from Freedom, whic h sold more than 1,000 copies. The album has
since been re-mixed, re-mastered and re-released.
" It's great being in a band with my brothers," says Wilson. "We
defi nitely bicker frequently and even make public scenes about
pretty mundane things, but it's all worth it in the end."
Last summer Sons of Bill partici1
pated in an Armed Forces Entertainment tour of Guam, Korea and Japan.
" We were honored to play for the
troops and bring some light to their
work," says Wilson.
This summer, check out Sons of Bill
at Floyd Fest, July 24-26 in Floyd, Va.,
or at www.sonsofbill.com/ or on iTunes.
SAM WILSON ('02)
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There is no
concept here
or artificially
constructed
aesthetic.'
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Orchestrating self challenges
Music education degree brings harmony to Naval career
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In a case of "right time,
right place," Frey did use her
music education knowledge
when given the opportunity
to conduct the Russian Navy
band during a reception
aboard a Russian ship.
In addition to serving as
helicopter control officer on
the Chosin, Frey also served
as the food service officer,
responsible for an inventory
of nearly S250,000. She
earned the Navy/Marine
Corps Achievement Medal.
Lt. Junior Grade Monica Frey wel·
the Iraq Campaign Medal and
comes professional challenges.
the Global War on Terrorism
Frey followed in her father and sister's footsteps,
Medal during 32 months aboard the Chosin.
and j oined the Navy. She completed Officer CanFrey is currently serving as the flag lieutenant
to Rear Adm iral Alan Thompson in Mechanicsdidate School and the Basic Qualification Course
burg, Pa. "I am basicall y the executive assistant
and headed to Pearl Harbor for a tour aboard the
to a Fortune 500 CEO, except my boss is a twoguided missile cruiser USS Chosin. The Chosin
star admiral, and the company is the Navy Supply
sailed for t he Horn of Africa to conduct anti-piracy
Corps," explains Frey.
mi ssions off the coast of Somalia for four months.
Her job demands constant attention to details
" It was about 110 degrees from morning to night,"
and f ine-tuned organizational skills, and Frey is
says Frey. "There were rou nd-the-clock flight
extremely grateful. " I am able to witness leaderoperations, so as t he helicopter control officer, I
was pretty busy. A music education degree might
ship and decision making at the highest levels,"
she says. "I'm gaining a top-down perspective
not seem closely related to the Navy, but it really
that very few officers ever experience, especially
did prepare me in ways that no other major could. I
at such a junior rank. I plan to stay in the Navy as
was managing a lot of sailors, who were right out of
long as I continue to wake up exc ited to go to work
high school, and I was able to apply some classroom
and am still being cha llenged."
management techniques that I learned."
Monica Frey ('02) has
proved that she's up for any
challenge - fro m eachin g
a classroom fu ll of middleschool student s t o serving on
a guided missile cruiser.
The music educat ion major
began teac hing orchestra at
Hunt-Mapp Middle School in
Portsmouth after grad uat ion.
Soon after. she felt a ca ll ing
for a new challenge. " I enj oyed
th e teaching experience," Frey
says, "but I really wanted a
more cha llenging and dynamic
environment and the opportunity to serve my country."

I

BY KATIE

and services for Virginia Tech 's
University Unions and Student
Activities. Reed was honored by
rhe association of C ollege Unions
I nrernational at rhe ACUI Region
5 conference in Cha rleston, S.C.,
on Nov. 3. Reed has been a member of rhe UUSA si nce 1993 and
has been an active participant in
ACUI andACUI Region 5 supporting rhe many programs ACU I
offers its members in education,
advocacy and services. In addition
ro his professional services, Reed is
a volunteer with the American Red
Cross and the First United Methodist C hurch of Salem.

07

Psychology m ajor Nathalie McCann Cooper of
Newport News is a Peace Corps
volunteer. She trained chis past
summer in Ecuador ro assist in
rural health development. She has
worked with at-risk youths and
families to promote better life
skills and susta inable improvement
in education and the community.
Cooper says, "I joined rhe corps
to provide service ro those in need
and help people lea rn how ro
provide for themselves ro improve
their lifestyle." Cooper will serve
in Ecuador for two years. Redskins cheerleader Catherine K.
Linberger met her fu ture husband,
Aaron Vaughn, on a USO tour in
G uam. Vaughn is currently in Iraq
serving with the U.S. Navy. The
couple will marry May 3.

*
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Get involved in Madison magazine

Professon You Love
Tell us about those special Professors You Love. This series, written by alumni and students, has won
four straight CASE District III awards for feature series writing. Keep those top-notch submissions
coming. The magazine staff will help with editing. Send your entries to madisonmag@jmu.edu or
Madison magazine, 220 University Blvd., MSC 3610, JMU, Harrisonburg, VA 22807.
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Pat Bruce, Pro·
fessor You Love
Winter 2007.
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ANNOUNCEMENTS

Weddings

ro Brendan T. Bowman ('99), 11/3 /07 * Kristen-Paige Madonia

1990s Nancy Gottheimer ('90) to M. Cory Bradburn, 9/15/07

Anc_hony San Filippo, 12/8 / 06 * Michael Robert Schy ('02) ro

('Ol) to Chris Gordon ('01), 10 /6/07 * Kirsten Vetri ('01) to

*Elizabeth A. Nystrom ('96) to Andrew Jackson, 9Ill 07 * Dan

Sheryl Lynn Swenson ('04), 9/15/07 * Jennifer Sikorski ('02) to

Nelson ('97) to Katie Barker, 4/14/07 * Craig G. Snow ('97) to Emily

Dan Sharma, 7/12/06 * Molly Brown ('03) co Chris Catalano,

Snow, 3/24/07 * Jody L. Stell ('97) to Jerry Horna, 2/07 * Dean

6/11/07 * Amanda Nicole Costley ('03) co James T. Mann,

Singley ('98) to Christine Kelly, 9/8/07 * Stacey Slipakoff('98) to

9/16/07 * Christopher Brett McMillian ('03) co Ann Taylor

Jamie Harbeson, 8/27/07 * Kristin Wetterhahn ('98) to Thomas

Hopkins, 9/16/ 08 * Amber Wyatt ('03) co Ryan Breeden, 9/8/07

Antonucci, 11/17/07 * Jessica Hill ('99) to Nathan Adams, 6/17/06

* Leigh Buckley ('04, '05M) co John Altice ('03), 10 /7/07 *

20005 Jeanette L. Sitzes ('OO) to Duane Burpoe ('01), 5/5/07
* Gavin Dewindt ('OO) to Wendy Wagner ('03), 10/13/07 *

Nicole Buyalos ('04) to Devin Reise * Katherine Mobley ('04)
co Ian Hartney, 10/20/07 * Jennifer Rosinski ('04) to Daniel

Denise R. Gross ('OO) to Michael Strawn, 9/8/07 * Shavalyea

Robertson * Jess Woodward ('06) co Rob Frantz, 10 / 20 / 07 *

Wyatt ('OO) to Justin Gilbert, 9/8/07 * Claire L. Hawkins ('01)

Allyson Samelski ('07) co Chris Haggerty, 7/27/07

Future Dukes

Wyatt Coleman, 1/25/07 * Kara K. Silverman ('98) and Alan

1980s Sharon G. Brown ('89) and Barry, a son, Dustin Cory,

('98), a son, Adam Nathaniel, 8/28/07 * Jessica Adams ('99)

8/29/07 * Kirsten Parsons McGee ('89) and Dylan, a son, Julian,

and Nathan, a son, James Nathan, 5/23 / 07 * Christopher Clark

8/18/07 * Elizabeth Glasser Sibley ('98) and Benjamin, a son,

6/18/07 * John William Powell ('89) and Sarah, a daughter,

('99) and Kelly ('98), a son, Isaac Christopher, 5/7/07 * Kim-

Lindsey Sue, 9/17/07

berly Hansen ('99) and Christopher, a son, Tyler Lynn, 8/10 / 07

19905 Julia T. Hickman ('90) and Brian ('92), a daughter,

* Katherine C. Wells ('99) and Chris, a daughter, Emma Kather-

Meghan Elizabeth, 1/19/06 * Jason T. Lasky ('91) and April, a

ine, 1/29/07

daughte r, Mollie Anna, 11/8/07 * Candice Medina ('92) and

20005 Eve Drewry Bailey ('OO) and Dave, a daughter, Virginia

Fabio, a daughter, Danica Helene, 12/29/06 * Brian DiBartolo

Ridley, 5/13/07 * Shelley Black ('DO) and Thad Cobb a son, Tyler

('93) and Cheryl, a son, Nicolas Cosimo, 10 /16/ 07 * Karen H.

David, 6/7/06 * Kristine A. Burke ('OO) and Greg, a son, Grant

Rothenberger ('93) and John ('88), a son, Christopher John,

Alexander, 10 / 29 / 07 * Kimberly Grace Edwards ('OO) and Brant

10/20/06 * Leigh Anne Adusei ('94) and Otis, a son, C hristian
Kofi, 2/3/06 * Joe Nardone ('94) and Brenda, a daughter, Eve

('95), a son, Jack Warrenton, 1/17/07 * Tiffany Foreman ('00)
and Jim, a daughter, Mia Mirabile 10/29/06 * Kellie Grogg ('OO)

Annarose, 11/9/07 * Kay G. Oken ('94) and Bob, a daughter,

and Jeremy, twin daughters, Kennedy and Ashlyn, 9 / 13 / 07 *

Kathryn Reese, 11/2/07 * Kenda G. Council ('95) and Michael,

Elizabeth C. Hasher ('OO) and Brian ('OO) a daughter, Charlotte

a daughter, Aubrey Lane, 8/19/07 * James A. Johnson ('95) and

Ruch, 8/3/07 * Kimberly Moffett ('OO) and Julian, a daughter,

Louise, a son, William Arthur Harrison, 12/06 * Sarah L. Uy
('95) a nd Kenny ('96), a son, Bennett Brady, 2/13/07 * Kevin G.

Ella Carolyn, 9 /4/ 07 * Jennifer S. Schmid ('OO) and Thomas,
a daughter, Abigail Ruth, 8/18/0 7 * Daniel T. Waldrop ('00)

Finch ('96) and Cristina, a daughter, Adelaide Cecilia, 7 /24/07

and Jane ('01), twin boys, Owen and Henry, 12/3 / 06 * Carmen

* Andrew M. Klapmust ('96) and Becky, a son, Daniel William,

Doherty ('01) and Sean ('01), a son, DeclanJames, 6/4/07 *

I 0/27 / 07 * Casey H. Bergen ('97) and Joe, a daughter, Marissa,

Christopher Doi ('01) and Courtney, a daughter, Meredith

8/18/06 * Melissa Coker ('97) and Seth ('95), two daughters,

Cleary, 6/6/07 * Natalie Dobry ('02) and Jason, a son, Jason

Sienna Elizabeth 12 /2/05, and Alexis Victoria, 5/31/07 * Sarah

Nolan 12/21/06 * Kelly Keys ('02) and Michael, a son, Ryan

N. Franklin ('97) and Chris, a daughter, Lillian Margaret,

Patrick, 6/9/07 * Brooke N. Ferguson ('03, '05M) and Todd ('03,

10/11/07 * Jacqueline C. Hedblom ('97) and Troy, a son, Kes-

'05M), a daughter, Mackenzie Grace, 4/17/07

sler Dean, 9/23/06 * Diane S. Mann ('97) and David, a son,
Matthew Gregory, 6/26/07 * Michelle Miles Miller ('97) and
Stephen, a son, Corey Roberts, 5/6/07 * Rebecca Park ('97) and
Brandon, rwins, Brady Robert and Brianna Patricia, 6/1/07 *

In Memoriam
ALMA RUTH BEAZLEY DURHAM

Jeannine Scopp ('97) and John ('98), a daughter, Isabella Grace,

LAVILA H. DOBSON ('40)

ofNico!asvil!e, Ky., 3/15106

7/24 /07 * Steven Wood ('97) and Shannon, a son, Cameron

ELEANOR KASH EVANS ('41)

Andrew, 3/28/07 * Kristopher Anderson ('98) and Jennifer,

DOROTHY THOMAS

a son, Owen James, 9/13/07 * Nicole 0. Harrison ('98) and

JOANNE BADEN

Michael ('98), a son, Gavin Christopher, 11 / 11 / 06 * Amanda
W. Reeder ('98) and Michael ('99), a daughter, Abigail Virginia,

Bos MALEY
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('34) ofAshland, 6129/ 07

of Concord, 5126/2007

('45) ofDayton, 7/21/2006

('72) of Wilmington, N.C., 3129107

III ('73) ofAlexandria, 1/6/ 08

PAMELA WILLIAMS HALL

('So) ofBowie, Md., 11115/ 07
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Frozen in lime
Ah-h-h, winter Madison memories. Maybe
it's Valentine's Day or making tracks
on the tracks like this student walking
through campus. down the slope from
D-Hall on an icy February day. Or maybe,
it's Feb. 15, 1914, when a 13-by-5-foot hole
opened up in Harrisonburg's hydroelectric
plant dam, leaving campus without electricity for a month and leading students
to dub the period "The Dark Age." Read
more about Madison's first memory-making
century and get your copy of the coffeetable book, Madison Century, at
www.jmu.edu/centennialcelebration .

....
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PHOTOGRAPH BY BRIAN DILLENSNYDER ('OB)
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The official drink
of cramming.

Coca-Cola is a proud sponsor of James Madison University.

r

r

The alumni office welcomes news for class notes that is no more than a year old. Please submit news of personal
and career achievements and service online at www.jmu.edu/alumni/classnote or use this form and mail news to:
Class Notes, Office of Alumni Relations, Leeolou Center, 2002 Alumni Dr., MSC 4402, JMU, Harrisonburg, VA 22807

Full Name (include maiden) ___________________________________
Class Year _____________________ College/Major - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Home Address _________________________________________
City_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ________ State _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ZIP_ _ _ _ __
E-mail Address

Home Phone - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Employer
Job Tide - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Spouse Name (include maiden) ______________________ JMU Class Year _ _ _ _ __
News _____________________________________ _ _ _ _ _ __

It can take up to six months, or two issues, for your class note to appear in Madison. We appreciate your patience.
SC 2418

Published by JMU Scholarly Commons, 2008

www.jmu.edu/alumni/classnote/
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COME
MARCH 11

MARCH12

MARCH14

MARCH 15

James Madison to 9/11: Mes·
sages In the National Archives
Alumnus Matt Fulgham ('89,'9 !M)
11 a.m. Taylor Hall 404

Help us flll the Quad!
'Human 100' Aerial Photo
2 p.m. (Rain dace: M arch 13)

The Centennial Convocation
Keynote Virginia Gov. Tim Kaine
10 a.m. Convocation Center

Student-sponsored Madison Fest
(everyo ne wcl omc)
11 a.m. to 4 p.m Godwin Gym

MARCH 13
Peace In the Middle East:
A Town Hall Meeting
W ith the JMU D ebate Tea m
7 p.m. Memorial Hall

Top universities face off over
Middle East policy
Annual Madison Cup Debates
8:30 a.m. to 5 p.m. Taylor Hall
(Finals 5 p .m. Wilson Hall)

James Madison, The Giant
new statue dedication
2:30 p.m. near ISAT Bulldlng

'Mae' Student Concert
7 p.m. WIison Hall

CHANGE SERV ICE REQUESTED

10024 7

c.11

tl .· MAJAMDIESSQN
~-\

U N I V E R S I T Y.

Public Premiere: Portraits in Bluestone
Transcendent musical experience
3:30 p.m. Convocation Center

Fireworks and Hot Chocolate
9:30 p.m. Festival Conference
and Student Center

Nonprofit Organization

Divi s ion of
UN IVERSITY
ADVANCEMENT

U . . PO TAG£ PAID
Harrisonburg, Virginia
Permit No. 4

MSC 360 3, 800 S. Ma in St.
Harr is onburg, VA 228 0 7
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